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ast Of Worten's
Prisoner Suits Dismissed
BY TMESE SUITS BEING DROPPED. THERE IS BROUGHT TO
CLOSE THE TWO YEARS B11 TER LEGAL WARFARE WOR-
TEN WAGED AGAINST THE CITY OF PADUCAH—THE JURY
BROUGHT IN VERDICT FAVORING OFFICER HURLEY IN
SUIT MINNIE TRICE, COLORED, BROUGHT AGAINST THE
POLICEMAN' FOR $to,000—E. E. BELL LOST THE $5.,000 SUIT
HE FILED AGAINST THE IMPERIAL WHEEL COMPANY—
JUDGE WILL PROBABLY TAKE REHKOPF INDIVIDUAL
• BANKRUPTCY MATTER BACK TO LOUISVILLE.
Yesterday in the United States
moot the last vestige of Mork War-
ti's bitter legal warfare against the
City of Paducah disappeared when
an agreed order was entered up, pro-
viding that there shall be dietnisied
the suits that Worten filed agsinst
the municipal government for Eldin
, Stone. Charles Klotter. ,,and Dennis
. Rowlett, each lot $10,000, tire trio
Ili
claiming they had been illegally con-tunnri
/ fined in the city jail serving opt fines
assessed against the three in the po-
.
I cc court for violations of the public
laws With the dismissal of these ac-
tions there is now a thing of remetn-_
brance only, the sixty odd adios'
!Fought by Worten In &Hermit courts
-
against the City of Paducah for tee
soners and which litigation would
have bankrupted the municipality if
the prisoners had won, as the actions
. amounted to something near 
101'
C , Some w
eeks ago Worten approach-
ed City Solicitor James Campbeli. Jr.,
and stated that he, Worten. did not
care to longer prosecute the suitv
against the city, and mould agree tol
their disiniesal if the city would pay
the costs of the litigation The solic-
itor agreed to this, because Worten's
clients are of the character out of
whom none of the court costs could
be gotten when the municipality won
ill. act on• on trial, therefore it was
setisfactory for the city to pay the
expenses. Worten's clients being tin
able to pay the costs when the city
woo the cases on trial, the city would
1 then have to pay its wrtion of the
• . 
costs anyhow, as the etruet.could not
get it out of Worten's men. The en-
tire cost' incurred by the three ex-
prisoners in their snits do not
amount, to $te. therefore this is the
only additional Sum in costs the mu-
nicipality has to pay on Worten ex-
teriorising a desire to drop the lifiga-
fon . e '
This ends the two years' warfare
waged by Worten against the, city,
which he formerly screed as city so-
fkito,. but during that tenure the re- of gelling liquor without a license.
4
cord. do not show he ever advised
*e city that it Was illegal to work
the prisoners for whom he brought'
suits after going out of office.
• Barley Mos.
Officer Aaron Hurley yesterday in
r
United States court won the suit
ed against him by Minnie Tice, col-
ored, the latter wanting $to,000 from
die well known patrolman on the
• ground that a bullet from the revol-
vet of Officer Hurley caused the death
of her husband, John Trice. colored,
whose promiseou" handling of his pis-
tol caused such intense excitement
last Chrietmos Day. The jury heard all
the evidence and decided in favor of
the patrolman.
Tice was employed .by the pitta's
Centre! railroad as watchman of the
gates at Eleventh and Broadway
where the I. C tracks cross the pub-
lic thoroughfare. Last Christmas day
some. colored boys and white boys got
into a fight at that corner, and a party
of white men rim the negro boys
swayi Tice was up in his watchman's
tower. twenty feet a8ove ground, end
began abusing the white men, who
shied a brick up at him through the
window. Tice replied with a bullet
front his revolver. A member of po-
limemen were sent out to arrest him,
he refused to come down out of the
tower. He commenced firing at the
police, who also sent bullet atfer bul-
let into the tower at him. Officer
James Clark tried to mount the tower
steps when Tic- fired twice at the
brave patrolman, who received
wounds in his legs that laidjaim up for
four month'. About this timc Tice's
wife .came rushing to the scene, dash-
ed up the steps to the tower, followed
closely by Officer Hurley. The woman
and Tice tiled to keep the officer out,
but he forced his way inside. The
woman was then arrested and lock-
ed up. while Tice was taken to the
lity hospital, a bullet having been sent
through hi i body. He died that night,
but before doing so ronfessed to hav-
ing shot himself, fearing he
stated, he would be lynched if the of-
ficer' got him. Mark Worten
brought the suit for the negro wo-
man against Offick Hurley.
His widow afterwards sued on the
ground that Officer Hurley fired the
fatal bullet The patrolman won this
suit The woman then sued Police-
man Hurley on the ground that his
arrest of her was wrongful. That case
docketed for trial today.
Most of yesterday was consumed in
the Federal court by the suit of. E.
E. Bell against the Imperial Wheel
Company, and in which action the
jury brought in a verdict for the de-
fendant, on bang peremptorily in-
structed by Judge Evans to do so.
Bell is the present alderman, and own-
er of the spoke works on South Third
Street. He sued orr the ground that
the wheel Arbuipany had contracted to
furnish him with a certain amount of
logs, and he was to furnish the wheel
concern a certain amount of wheel
r•m• Bell claimed the wheel people
broke their contract with him, and he
sued for $5,000 damages, but got
nothing.
The court ordered that $340 in the
hands of Marshal Vong be turned
o'er to LICryer Campbell Flournoy in
the suit of Z. T. Gatlin against Henry
Arens and George Gilbert. This action
as dist:Lased Monday by plaintiff.
upon stipulation being filed in the
court Getlin sued for recovery of
several thousand dollars he claimed to
have lost speculating in the beeket
shop of Gilbert and Arena.
The defendant asked the court' to
dismiss the suit of Alexander against
tIo Ill loos Central railroad, but the
court has not yet acted on the mo
lion
The plaintiff filed objections to de-
fendants exceptions, counter-claim and
answer,...in the libel suit of Thomas
Hawkins against the steamer Monie
Bauer.
C. L. Walker and R. P. War-ford
were excused from further service on
the petit jury.
The court ordered Linde Murphy to
serve four months in the county jail,
and 'pay a fine of $too in the case
where Murphy was conVicted Monday
The court also decided that •. the
Penalty of Henry H. Davis should be
.ix years in the Federal prison at At-
lanta, Ga., and a fine of Po. Davis
vu Monday convicted of engaging
'n counterfeiting squrious dollars and
halves, in company with Curtis In-
gram, who during the court last
spring was given fifteen months which
he is now serving at Atlanta. Ingram
wits brought here from Atlanta to tes-
tife• against Davis, and Will today be
taken back by Guard W. J. Nye, who
e.corted him here_ The court fixed
six months imprisonment in the At-
luta penitentiary and a fine of $to as
the penalty to be paid by Wallace
Woolford, who was Monday convict-
ed of receiving postage stamps that
had been stolen from the Mexico,
Crittenden county, Ky., postoffice by
Fraok Richardson The latter was
also convicted and his penalty decid-
ed to be one year in the Atlanta pris-
on, and a fine of $to. Davis, Woolford
and Richardson will be taken to At-
lanta, thissafternoon or tomorrow by
eome deputy of Marshal George Lorig.
Judge Evans cfid not take up the
injunCtion suit yesterday of the East
Tennessee Telephone Company
against th,e City of Paducah. The
other caste consumed all the time, and
he had to let the telephone matter go
over until today.
The prospects are•tbe term will not
close today. lie many cases are up and
ready for trial. Ordinarily it takes the
judge only about two days tO wind
up hix business, but yesterday, on see-
ing he would have to stay longer, he
gave rigid instructions to the law-
yers and litigants to rush things rap-
idly, as he was compelled to adjourn
tomorrow morning, as it was neces-
sary for him to be back in Louisville
Thursday in some importan business.
As so much time is being taken by
actions demanding immediate atten-
tion, it is more than probable that he
will not take up here the litigation
wherein the American, German Na-
tional bank of this city, and other
creditors, are attempting to force E.
Relikopf, individually into bankruptcy.
This attempt is an action sfparate
•
and distinct from the other one
wherein creditors are fotcing the Re-
kopf firm into bankruptcy. The peti-
tion to force Mr. Rehkopf personally
was flied two weeks ago at Louisville,
and the judge put oil hearing the
matter until he came here for the
present term of court, he at the time
'!of filing.presurning he would have
time sufficient while here, but oilier
'matters are engaging so much of his
..:!! !nor,: than likely take
'this Rehkopf individual matter back
Ito Louisville with him and have it
41eard there.
I George Vernatt was indicted by thefederal jury on the charge of using
the United States mails for fraudulent
purposes. He 'will be tried on this
charge when he gets out of the Eddy-
ville penitentiary where he woe sent
for one year by the Paducah state cir-
cuit court for stealing Us from Wm.
Koch. While in jail here awaiting
trial of the Koch robbery charge,
Vernatt wrote to A. H. Vernatt of
Huntington, W. Va., and claiming to
be the latter's brother, asked for aid,
and money was sent him to. help get
him out of his tiouble. It afterwards
developed that Vernatt was not a
brother of the West Virginian, and
now the federal court Indicts the
young fellow for using the mails to
detraisd the Huntington Vernatt.
The federal grind jury also indicted
Gay Walker, Herbert Tyree and
Frank Houser, three boys of near
Benton, who are accused of destroy-
ing a mail box on a free rural post-
office route. They fired many shots
into the box with revolvers it is
claimeil
GItEKS AND
COON HAD IT
REYNOLDS ACCUSED GREEKS
OF OVER-CHARGING HIM
FOR GRAPES.
Henry Mitcheison, Colored, Accused
of Using Bad Language Towards
John Yandell.
Grecian expletives and African
howls were loud and frequent last
even* during a fight between Louis
Caporal and his brother on on. aids
and Ed Reynolds, colored, on the
other All three were arrested by
Officer Lige Cross and a breach of the
peace charge entered up against them.
Reynolds %sent to the font stand
of the Greeks' beside McPherson's
drug store at Fourth and Broadway
and bought tire cAts' worth of grapes.
lie accused the Caporals of making
bon pay ten cents for the fruit, and
this brought on the quarrel 'which
ended in the brisk fisticuff.
Charged With Cursing.
Henry Mitchersora colored, was
warranted yesterday on the charge
of cu,rsing and using abusive language
toWards john Yabdell.
Cane to Identify Outfit.
Chief Billard, of the Bowling Green
police force, yesterday wired Chief
Collins that today someone would ar-
rive to identify the horse wad buggy,
John Isbell, white, Is Charged NW
stealing from Bowling Green livery-
men, and bringing here where he sold
it to Fletch Terrell of South Third
street.
Colonel Joseph E. Potter was con-
fined yesterday at his home op North
Fourth street with a severe chill.
—Miss Lena M. Wilkins and Mr.
Clarence C. NicGinnis went to
Aetropolis Monday and were mar-
ried..
The Paducah iind Hopiciniville foot-
ball teams will play next Friday after;
noon, instead of Saturday.
—The police are trying to find a
colored man who lurks suspiciously
around Sixth between Broadway and
Kentucky averfue. before daylight of
mornings, and has t4d to hold ttp
several people.
LADY In WRECK
Mts. Holmes and Others Fortunately
Escaped Any Injury.
Mrs. John Holmes. wife of the
chief engineer at the waterworks
plant, has returned from visiting in the
North. While en route to Paducah
the passenger train on which she was
riding had a collision with a freight
train 4 short distance oat, of Chi-
cago, but nobody was hurt, although
several freight cars were-badly *reek-
ed. The passenger all received a
vigorous shaking up.
DAUGHTER IS
ADMINISTRATRIX
MISS ELLA SANDERS TOOK
CHARGE OF ESTATE OF
HER FATHER
11106E SANDERS .p ID
NOT LEAVE ANY WILL
dread scourage to the study of which I LIGHT poll
he bad devoted most of his life. A
telegram was received at Colorado
Springs today by his stepson. W. H.
Evans, notifying him of the death
the physician. Dr. Solly had been a
resident of Colorado Springs for more
than thirty years, during which time I
he had made a scientific study of tu-
berculosis. Ten years ago, Dr. Solly
v..rote the "Handbook On Mecor-
thiough several editions.
s "TOOK A JINK"
Lisped the Two-Year-old, Who died
in Awful Agony Soon After
Swallowing the Poison.
JUDGE REED WAS PREVENTED Indianapolis, had., N'ov. ao.—"Um-
FROM HOLDING COURT gout' tSke a jink." The baby words
YESTERDAY were the childish prattle of two-year-
U. G. Gullett and Company Filed Ar-
ticles of Incorporation. Capitaliz-
ing at $10,000.
• •
Ills, Ella T. Sanders yesterday af-
ternoon qualified before the county
court as administratrix of the estate
of her late father, Judge David IL
Senders, who left no will. The datight
er was placed in charge of the estate
at request of the widow.
New Corporadou.
The "U G. Gullett and Compaay"
firm oas incorporated yesterday, the
papets being filed by U. G. Gullett,
%V. 0. Flowers and J. Flowers,
eac* of whom subscribed for thirty
shares of stock at Slot> each. The
company is capitalized at $6,000, and
tbe documents state it will do a gen-
eral mercantile clothing business.
Circuit Court Today. .
Judge Reed yesterday could not
hold any session of his circuit court
as he did not finish all his business in
the United States court Nearly all of
the other lawyets have cases demand-
org their attention in the Federal trib-
unal, and Judge Reed accommodated
them by not holding circuit court.
He will resume business this morning
without fail
A page of the circuit court records
had been set apart last year in mem-
r.rv of the death of Major Thomas E
Mess. one of Paducah's best known IWAS, A DISTINGUISHED ATTOR
lawylers, and yesterday it was en-
circled with mourning, the funeral oc-
ccrring yesterday
old Johnny Eiser this morning, and as
he spoke he lifted a three-ounce bot-
tle of carbolic acid to his rips and
drained the contents. Death, after in-
tense %suffering, occurred a half hour
later.
"Johnny" was the son of Mr. and
Mrs. John user, No. 18:4 Singleton
street Mrs. Eiser had placed tlurbot-
tle of cahbolic acid on the table, witn-
in race of the youngster, and had
turned to apply a small quantity of tile
poison as a toothache remedy for a
daughter, Mary. aged la_ She forgot
for a moment that Johnny stood just
bi hind her,
BURNED OUT
CAUSED STREET ARCS TO BE
-rot:sown nFr IN BUSINESS
Board of Public Works Meets This
Afternoon in Regular Session—
City Scale- Out of Fix.
•
Last night shortly after 8 o'clock
all the street corner electric 1.ghts
down in the business portion of the
city had to be turned ou on account
of an accident which occurred. The
mishap was in the nature of a pole
which was burned out at Third and
Washington streets by a span wire
This endangered the people parsing
that way, and the electricity was
tamed off. The pole at that inter-
section is one of those in the down-
town circdit. It will be repaiied to-
day.
Board of Works Today.
The board .,f public works- will
this afternoon hold its weekly meting
at their chamber in the City Hall.
Life Official Must Be Tried. Quite a large number of important
New York. Nov. so—Justice Green- matters come up before the body for
baton in the supreme court today LI,- transaction.
Pied the application of conned for
Walter R Gillette of the Mutual Life
Insurance Company to dismiss an in-
aictment for perjury against Gillette.
It la alleged that Gillette committed
perjury while testifying before the
,:rand jury last June in the insur-
arc< itrve•tigation There are five
other indictments against them by
counsel for the defendant
-
City ifscales Disarranged.
Sop-h.-thing got he matter yesterday
with the city scales on South Second
street near Kentucky avenue, and
nothing can now be weighed on them
until repairs are made. City Weigher
McGuire expects the repairs to be
f:nished by this afternoon, and if so,
business will be resumed as usual.
- 
• --
HON. 61NEN CAMPBELL DIED
LAST NIGHT IN Si. LOUIS
•
• Property Sold.
Land lying in the county has been
fiansferred by Chamblin and Murray
to Li L Jones for $2750. and the
deed filed for record with the county
clerk yeste day.
J. Andy Bauer bought property
M nnich's addition from William and
Lillian Minni:h for $1 al.: ether con-
paiderations.
W. Fooks transf--.,I to Frank B.
Smith for $600 property in the Maple-
w..cd Terrace addition b•yond Row
londtown
Andrew P. Huntbao . old te roiet,
V' Jackson and wife for rem propel ty
Herahan boulevard.,
Property on Selz street was trans-
ferred to L. T. Polk by A. W. Tate
for $t and other considerations.
W. B Murrell sold to J. Andy Bauer
for $3.4oc% property in Fountain park
addition.
Property on North Tenth near Bur-
nett street was deeded to Mrs. Emma
Cornillaud by Louise M Metzger and
others
PRIVATE THEATER PRICE
PAID FOR CALVE'S LOVE
Prima Donna Agrees to Marry Blind
Mar When He Promises Her
One.
Paris, Nov so.—A prolate theater
where she could follow her art with-
out appearing before the public is the
inducement which is said to have
caused Mrne. Calve to become the
fiancee of the blind American million-
aire whose identity is still concealed.
The possession of such e playhouse
was long one of the prima donna's
dreams and when her admirer agreed
to gratify her in it she is caid to
have consented to •distadon the stage
and marry him. Mme Calve has fledio
her country home to avoid inqui4s.
She has not yet cancelled her engage-
ments to appear here in March. Lon-
don friends of hers say she has taken
the offer of .her adnfirer under sin
month's consideration.
WHITE PLAGUE'S FOE
BECOMES ITS VICTIM
Dr. 8. Edwin Solly, Noted Authority
on Cure of Consumption,
Succumbs.
Colorado Springs, Col., Nov. 20.—
Dr. S. Edwin Solly,-one of the most
noted authorities on the core of tuber-
cilosis, is dead at Asherville, N. C.
a pecnilar fate. a victim of the
•
•
TRIOUS CAREER, RETIRED
YEARS AGO AND RETURNE
CITY TO PASS HIS DECL1NI
RESULT OF TROUBLE WHIC
FOR MANY MONTHS—REMA
THIS CITY FOR INTERMENT
OF A WARM AND L9VING F
All Paducah will be greyed to learn
that this morning shortly before one
o'clock a message was received from
St. Louis announcing that at 8 o'clock
last evening Hon. Given Cantpbefl
died in that city where he had been
for ,the past month for his health. Al-
tl-ough his enfeebled condition hes
en known by his friends and (moo
ily for some weeks, still the informa-
tion of his death comes in the nattuo
of a great shock that sends deep-
seated grief to the hearts ef all.
Mr Campbell is the prominent re
tired lawyer who a year or two ago ,
moved back to this city from St.
Lcuis where he had resided since
shortly after the war A few months
ago he underwent an operafon in St.
Louis, on account of a trouble of h:s
chest that had to be opened and ac-
cionmulations of water let out. The
operation seemed to do him much
good, and in a few weeks he apparent-
ly recovered from the effects, but he
was still quite feeble. He had intend-
ed going to Florida to spend *is
winter, but four weeks since had to
go back to St. Louis where he was
under the care of specialists. He
gradually grew worse until claimed by
death last evening at 9 o'clock.
Mr. Campbell was one of the best
known men of this state and Missouri,
and had friends everywhere. He was
born in Salern."Ky. seventy-one years
ago, being a son of the late lamented
judge James Campbell, a leading at-
torney during his day. Growing to
nianhood Given Campbell studied law
under his father, and when the Civil
war broken out went to the front with
the Confiderate troops and fought
valiantly throughout.
After the war he returned to thi,s
city and in a fair years moved to St
Louis, where he arose to be one of
the greatest lawyers of Missouri. He
was often spoken of in connection
with the mayoralty of St. Louis, pres-
ident of the board of police commis-
*putts and other prominent offices but
he steadily refrained from becoming
personally engaged in politics, pre-
ferring to direct his time to his nron-
moth law practice.
!beaching an advanced ag2 sesPeral
years ago, he retifed from active Ile,
and buying the "Calhoun Villa"
property from the late Colonel John
C Noble, in Arcadia, had constenctec!
NEY, WHO AFTER AN ILLUS.-
FROM ACTIVE LIFE SEVERAL
D TO HIS OLD HOME IN THIS
NO DAYS—PASSED AWAY AS
H HAS AFFECTED HIS CHEST
INS WILL BE BROUGHT TO
—MANY PADUCAHANS BEREFT
RIM]) BY HIS DISSOLUTION.
there a handsome home Sin& then
Mr. Campbell has been dividing his
time between Paducah and St. Lou.,
spending some periods at his home in
that city.
He was a man who stood hign in
his profession, and equally as esteem-
ed among his fellowmen, as his
traits of character were those strong
and viOOS cows of parity and bee-
esty. e had been regarded as St.
Louis'leading attorney until be recr-
td, and when he left to return here
to his old home, the attorneys of St
I.ouis tendered him one of the great-
eat banquets ever accorded any one
man of private life. They in many
ways evidenced their sincere regret
of hi, loss, and estimation of his
individuality.
The deceased was a-man of con-
s:derab;e means, 'owning the big
Campbell block on Broailway near
Fifth street, other property here and
also at St. Louis.
Besides his wife, he 'is survived by,
one daughter, and one son. latter Dr.
Given ( ampbell cif St. Lniii.:•" lie was
a brother of Judge James Campbell of
this city, and also of Mesdames Mary
Alexarder, Florente Mocquot and
David M. Flournoy, Sr., all of this
city.
The nephew or the deceased, Mr.
David M. Flournoy of this city, re-
turns this morning from St. Louis,
having been at the uncle's bedside
when death arrived. The messages of
last night did not say when the body
would be brought here for burial,
but probabilities are it will arrive to-
night ór tomorrow.
WIENERWURST WORSTS MAN
Poisoning of Sterling, Ill., Citizens
Causes Pure Food Crugade.
Sterling, III., Nov. 30 —Because
Benjamin I.efever was made seriously
ill by eating wienerwurst porchaRd at
a Sterling meat market the state pure
food commission has started a pure
food crusade in this city and eight
mirchants may be prosecuted for ,sell-
ing impure goods Complaint *nas
been made against that !somber and
the charges are being investigated.
•
General Tienry Tyler of Hickman'
was here yesterday attendiro the rune
era! of M'ajor Most
OP
iuiiurrr 'r -r esiisannees •
`10010.01.........0111.000.0060  A.
%,,tstaaftattla..
•
Muct,,ACIIVITY, \AMONG
THE PADVEMI MINISTERS
SETS FOURTH
"...NEEDS
 Neumenweesi
Now For That Coat or S
0.•
REV. NEWELL EXPECTS TO L
BROWNSVILLIt TENN., AC
DR, BOLLING GETS HERE S
OF BROADWAY CHURCH—R
FOR NEW BUILDING FOR T
SIDING ELDER BLACKAR
STEWARDS TO MEET NEX
O'CLOCK AT THE BROADW
WHILE THAT MORNING A
BY THE TRUSTEES AND AS
CHARGE OF THE DISTRIC
The delegation of Paducah minis-
sters returned : esierday from Ripley,
Tenn., where they have been attend-
ing the gathering of the Memphis
Methodist conference for the past
week. All report a very interesting
session.
Rev. T. J. Newell, who was trans-
ferred from the Broadway Methodist
church here, leaves next Friday, ace
companied by his family, for his new
place, Brownsvflle, Tenn., being se-
lected the presiding elder of that dis-
trHct during the conference. He
packed his household goods two
weeks ago before going to conference,
realizing he had to be changed as he
already had sei-ved the four years,
which is the time limit. He has
eighteen stations and charges to look
after in his new district, there being
fifty-two congregations in all under
his case.
Rev. W. T. Bolling, of Memphis,
Tenn.. comes here next Saturday to
take charge of the Broadway church,
to which he was sent by the confer-
ence. He preaches his first aermon
Sunday. He will occupy the par-
sonage adjoining the church.
Rev. W. W. Armstrong returned
yesterday, and next Saturday goes to
Greenfield, Tenn., to preach Sunday
morning and night, that being his
new charge. He will then come back
here the first of next week to move
his family there. His successor at the
Trolible street Methodist church is
Rev. G. W. Banks, who' was trans-
lerred from the Second Methodist
church of Memphis. Dr. Banks comes
Saturday with his family. 5n that Sun-
day his opening discourses can be de-
Iivered here.
Rev Peter Fields of the Third
street Methodist church was the only
one of the pastors returned here. He
said Yesterday that now he was over
with conference business, that he and
Presiding Elder Blackard would im-
mediately take up and push forward
the question of constructing the new
building on South Fifth near Jackson
street. this Oilstone to he efre-upied by
the Third street church, which will
move from its old building the con-
gregation has for years utilized on
Third street just beyond Norton
street. The congregation some
months ago bought the oirl Second
Presbyterian church property on Fifth
near Jackson, and will sometime after
the first of next year erect the new
!molding. Dr. Fields Sunday opens
his third year here.
Rev. Cap Owen, who has had
charge of the Paducah Methodist
Sfissions for four years past. was dur-
ing the conference transferred to have
charge of the congregations in the
Riedland Missions. The churches he
ha" u the new field to look after.
are Calvert City, Little 'Cypress Oak-
land, West Tennessee street church
here, and the one at Reidtand. Yes-
terday he eaid he wodld try to ar-
range sn services could be held two
Sundays each morth at every church
*oder his care. Dr. Owen will con-
tinue his residence here •in this city
as all his new churches are right
around here.
Rev. J. W. Naylor from West Ten-
nessee, was seat here to take charge
of the city trussicas, and siseeeed Rey.
Owen. Rev Naylor will come here
the last of this week and move his
family into the osew parsonage just
aaelipisted in the vi.one Oak section,
where also resides the preacher's fath-
er-in-law. Mr. Bud Rudolph The
caeigregations ender .charge .of Dr.
'Naylor are thos'e at Massac, Salem,
Lebanon, Lone Oak and Little's
Chapel. near the Union depot Of this
city.
It is sitoon Jo this that the ,vity
•••
EAVE ABOUT FRIDAY FOR
COMPANIED BY HIS FAMILY—
ATURDAY TO TAKE CHARGE
EV. PETER FIELDS PREPARING
HIRD STREET CHURCH—PRE-
D HAS BOARD OF DISTRICT
T FRIDAY AFTERNOON AT
AY METHODIST CHURCH,
SESSION WILL BE CONDUCTED
SOCIATE TRUSTEES 'HAVING
T PARSONAGE.
yesterday afternocn at 3 o'clock from
Ripley, their noon train being late,
while Rev. Armstrong got back at 6
o'clock yesterday morning.
Presiding 'Eldei Blackard has
called the board of district stewards
to meet next Friday afternoon at I
o'clock at the Broadway Methodist
church for the purpose of fixing the
salary of the presiding elder during
the coming twolve months, and also
to apportion to each congregation in-
side the Paducah district, the amount
of money such congregation is to
raise during the coming year, this
money to be contributed by the re-
spective churches of the ,Memphis
conference missiooary and general
church work fund. The district
stewards are twenty-two in number,
there being one from every charge in
the district, which has -twenty-two
charges. Some of the charges have
several congregations, but -the several
have only one steward. Much other
business comes vp before the stewards
at their Friday session.
The presiding elder has also called
a meeting for to o'clock Friday morn-
ing, at the district parsonage, of the
trustees and associate trustees, who
have charge of the parsonage build-
ing. The trustees are to consider a
number of matters regarding improve-
ments to the parsonage. etc. This
board is one separate from the dis-
trict stewards.
WINGO DOCTOR'S
NARROW ESCAPE
Saturday nigh: November teth
while' Dr. John Pnryear of Wingo
v.anion his way to see Walter Con-
nor's child on the farm of R. B.
Wright in the South part of the
county, in crossing Barren Branch
which was very high on account of
the recent rains, he and his horse got
heyond their depth and were washed
come distance down the stream by
the swift current. says the Mayfield
Measonser. The 'Doctor finally got
out of the 'buggy and clinging to the
1 
brush contrived to get to the shore. 
He thinking that his horse was
drowned went on, on foot to ('or-
lice's and on Sunday morning be
fund hl: horse and buggy. The horse
was when found entirely stripped of
harness and was come distance from
the buggy. Both sliafts of the buggy
were broken and the 'buggy bottom
tip. r - vim=
The Doctor lost his medicine ease
together with it: contents consisting
of medicine and instruments valued at
about $ign
HIGHWAYMEN USE A BUGGY
Rob Four Men, Then Engage in Run-
ning Piet With Officer. •
Kansas City. Ms), Nov an—Two
highwaymen in a buggy on the Law-
rence road between his city and Mer-
riam, Kan- robbed four men, engaged
in a pistol battle with a constable and
raced with a posse made up of the
members of the local Antihorse Thief
association to this city last night.
The Kansas City police had been
'notified by telephone of the approach
of the robbers and at the Westport
entramee.,to the city they arrested a
man supposed to he one of the rob-
bers who drove en at a furious nace.
The identity of the man has not been
establithed and is not known what
became of the other man.
RAPPEAL FO THE CHILDREN.
.011•00100.0.
- A touching appeal is being sent out
by the Keotucico Children's home 
 
so-
ciety of Louisville, for a generous
rnissiont were chInged in several :rn-• Thanksgiving remembrance. This is
stances during the conference. Wheu a losig-estaielishcd custom of the so-
Rear. Owen was the pastor for the ciety„ wh!th usually meets with a gen-
missions heretofore, he toad charge erous respolese. This year. 'however,
of the Methodist church in Little, on aces-flint o4 the recent political cam-
villes the one of West Tennessee paign sind other counter-catoes, the
street, and the cnc at LaCenter. Now .00siesy finds •issalf sorely in need of
conference put the West Tennessee soods -The
 expense of accomplish-
street church on the Reiilland MIS- Mg the rapidly-expanding work and of
sion. the Littlevill church remains in fulfilling its fon duty to the great
the Paducah Miss:ems while the La- mass of ifes,ittiteschildren of the state.
Center church was transferred to the is being greater, and unless the pub-
LaCenter circuit, 'which was created. Tic come to the aid of the institntion
ard Rev. Watts, formerly of Love-
laceville pin in charge. Tie will
have the care of the congregations ing to the care .of the society at the
at La Center. Oscar. Hinkleville. and rate of more than roe a. month and
Slater.
Presiding Flier H. W. illackard it
now outlining hiz appointments for
the first ofiarterly conference of the
new conference sear. and starts upon
round of visits in abont ten days.
As opening quarterly gathering being
she Reidland chtirch in the county.
It rakes him three months to cover
the entire district. he having many Please addresS checks or ciirrevey
ennerteatinn. ender hit opharge. to Kentucky Children's 'Noe Society.
n- r,lnekard. Dr. Fields. Dr. 2tt6 Von Borries avenue, 1.nutiqville body of tobaces phinters rlernonstrate
asoi Dr. Owen, all retooled Ky our gratitude to Jehovah by observing
COMMISSIONLIt LEUPP WOULD
TRAIN ABORIGINIES IN
BEET CULTURE.
Washington, Nov. 20.— the annual
report of Francis E. Lentils, commis-
sioner of Indian affairs, has been made
ep ru:kb.is.ltei cs. L. oe :
P
says that during no oth-
er congress was so much
legislation of vital importance to the
Indians enacted as during the last.
To promote the training of the In-
dan irp the culture of sugar beets and
to secure legislation looking to an
equitable division of tribal funds,
thereby making the red man an inde-
pendent citizen, ore the two principal
psojects for whish the commissioner
is working. To carry out the beet
sugar plan, he sayss legislation is
needed authorising the extension of
Indian land lea res beyond the five-
year period.
Regarding the allotment of tribal
funds, the commissioner says that
he would prefer modifications
in the Lacey bill, which passed the
house and is now before the senate,
he would rather see this measure be
come a law than none.
Indians have been encouraged dur
ing the last year, says Mr. Leupp. to
seek labor outside the reservations,
with a showieg of beneficial results.
This leads the iommissioner to re-
gard this a valualie means of develop-
ing self-supporting independence
1 The coeducation of white and In-
adian children in the public schools
has been encouraeed. To this end, he
says, contracts have been made with
,
county school authorities wherever
practicable, and the result has been
gratifying. The expenditure for the
!Indians in the last filcal year are-
gates $1 2,745,850.
I The commissioner explains tbat thetents of largest increase were the one
fulfilling treaty stipulations
-41,71$f'.
2I—and the irrigation project, on
which $3,194,793 was spent.
A revision of the methods of award-
ing dartracts has been made and the
commissioner b!lieves the change will
esult in a sawing of funds and in se-
curing better supplies.
Mr Leopp Jeclares the Burk, law
of the last session will enable the
ndian office to manage the affairs of
the hrlpless Class ofeIndians with ttn-
lisputed authority and to remove from
the rails of wads and dependents the
large and increasing number of In-
dians who no longer need any super-
vision from a bu:eau in Washington.
I "Like his white neighbor." Mr I.e-
upp adds. "the lechan is of neare than
:one sort, ranging from good degrees
'of intelligence, mein-try and thoO tc;
i he depth; of taie4•sciless. ive..rance
and vice."
Mine Land Matter Up.Is
South McAlester. I. T..-Nov. in —
The chief ipteinri to he taken up
1
 
ere tomorrow by the senate Indian
omnission will be the share ..:- mine
owners in the imprOvements male by
:settatthea on the segregation lands
# .nd particularly on coal leases sigised
by the operators.
The operators believe that 2; per
tent of the imprcvemems would be
air, lout judge J. Henry Sheppard,
vim represent' .an 000 citizens oo the
egregated lands, will contest thi- anti
try to secure for the citizens their
improve mem, entire.
I On this -matter the commission will
have only the power of execution.
1Judge Sheppard will accompany the
commission to Washington .and will
'work on a new bill for the proper dig.
posal of the surface of the lands. The
disposition of the mineral treasur:s
of manganese. iran and coal ill a sub-
cct th it lies sit-lolly within the power
.of congress and the senatorial corn-
fission will try to ascertain the wish-
es of the ne,r.le , •• t?-rt ottest:,rn
3RATITUDE TO
ALMIGHTY GOD
Datk Tobacce Growers Are Thankful
for Care end Bounteous
Kindness,
the work will be -greatly hampered
this year. Destitute vhildren are corn-
the expense is necessarily great. The
society is being asked on every hand
to take charge of the orphans and
abandoned childten from every county
in Kenthcky, and its policy is mit to
tiarn a deaf ear to these entreaties. To
continue this work it is necessary to
call upon the r tlhlie for a genetnits
response to this Thanksgiving appeal.
• followien' letter ha; been sent
to -he members ot the Dark Tobac7a
Planter,' Protective association of
Kentucky, Tenne-t.see and Virginia:
"Whereas, the preitidents of the
United Semites are pleased to follow
the beautiful custom of emphasizing
the national gratitude to Almighty
Clod for His care and bounteous kind-
ness to the count:so by public proc-
lamation setting apart some day in
lOvember as a day of tbartlesgiving
and prayer: and,
"Whereas. Our ancestor; were sin-
ere worshipers of the living God and
tally realized their obligation% and all-
ies to Me;
"Whereas, Our association has
rade such wonderful and successful
,rogress, that l.as redowned to our
benefit against inch overwhelming
°tees of hifellezt and wealth corn-
Ailed: and,
"Whereas, In Holy Writ we learn
that 'Neither he till rlanteth is any-
thing, neither he that wat-reth; 5nt
God that levet% the increase.'
"Therefore, let its as one common
THE SEASON IS RIPE FOR THEM TO BE
WORN, AND BY MAKING SPECIAL PUR-
CHASES WE ARE ENABLED TO QUOTE
PRICES FULLY A THIRD TO A HALF LESS
THAN. THE REGULAR.
Tailor Made Suits
WOMEN'S—
$10)00,
M ISSES—
Sao.00,
$111.75. St9-75
Sia.so, $15.e0
In the above priced suits is every authoritative style,
'fabric and color. We emphasise the fact that you
only need to take a good look at these snits in order
determine that they are unmatchable at the price.
OUR STYLES ARE TOP-NOTCH—OUR QUA1.-
ITIES FIRST-CLASS AND THE TAILORING
CONVINCEFAULTLESS INSPECTION V' ....-
YOU THAT NOW AND HEY.; THE PLACE
.TO BUY TO AN ADVANTAGE.
Stylish Winter Colts
Misse( Tourists Coats from $5.00 to $1475
Misses' Broadcloth Coats from . Sio.00 to $22•50
Women's Tourist Coats from $7.50 to $25.00
Women's KerseyCoats from Sto.00 to Saano
Women's Silk Coats from $2500 to $50.00
These Coats are in accordance with Fashion's latest
dictates, and combine good material with good work.
manship in a most satisfactory manner.
BUY FURS NOW AND SAVE MONEY
WE BOUGHT OUR FURS M ONTHS AGO WHEN PRICES WE RE MUCH LOWER TITAN THEY
ARE NOW, AND WE ARE 0 FERING OUR CUSTOMERS THE BENEFIT.
Coney Scarfs and Ties from
Brook Mink Scarfs from
Sable Fox Scarfs and Boas from
ink to $4411 Imitation Chinchilla Ties from
Natural Squirrel Ties from
1 
$t 75 to 16.94
Ilended Squirrel Ties from
$eass to Ses.so Muffs to match at correspondingly low
•
$3.98 to $eee
$a.oit to Sis.oe
$3.98 to $11.75
pnces.
Women's and Children's Seasonable and Dependable
Underwear at Prices That Will Pay You to Buy Now
Children's Union Suits at sec. pc. $1.00
Children's Ribbed Cotton and Pants good value,
at....  ac
Infants' Rebens Vests at
Boys' extra heavy Flescto: Vests and Drawers at 35C
Sou
Ladies' Fleeced Cotton Union Suits at
Ladies' Ribbed Union Suits, part wool, at
Ladies' Black Tights at
Ladies' Fleeced Cotton Vests and Pants at
SOC
EXTREMELMOOD VALUES IN STYLISH MILLINERY ARE BEING
OFFERED BY MRS. CLARK
L. B. OGILVIE Co.
AGENTS FOR BUTTERICK PATTERNS.
in spirit and in truth' Thursday, No-
a.mber 2. inst • the de) .f Thanks-
giving. u proclaimed for that purpose
ty President Itoubevelt. October 24
coo& at Washington. 1).. C.
"Id doing .47 we are s:rengehened
in every possible sense, as we are
but naturally performing our duty,
for we are thoroughly persuaded that
here is all to gain and nothing - to
lose by all pc.e- le. unitedly and in-
Cvidually; realii.i.g their obligations
of gratitude to their Creator, Pre-
trier sad Beneiactoe.
"F. G. FWING,
"Gene-al Manager P. P. A.
GifttlIval. Tenn., Nov. !IL To06.•
•
WANT A LIABILITY
LAW FASHIONED
AFTER EUROPE'S
N 's t.--2t..
executive committee of the American
7ederation of labor to petition con-
gress to enact a stringent employer1'.
lability law wa-: made by the Chi-
INSURE WITIEV--willie
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
Office 106 Broadway Phones:Office 385—Residence 1696
Abram L. Weil ec Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Acjc1(qt, Life,; Liability, Steain113oller-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369. Residence Phone 736
-
ago Federation cl Leber yesterday CAPTAIN MUST EXPLAIN
Herbert Miller, a Chi(ago school DISCRIMINATION CHARGE
rincipal and (relegate from the•
feachers' federatam, urged that the Officer to Be Asked If He Said der-
federation ask gress to follow the man Birth Prevented Promotion.
avy of Germany Switzerland and Au-
stralia, which compels enaployers te Washington, Nov. 20.—The case of
ay three years' salary of an employe Captain Carl Reit-Tualatin of fhe Sev-
who is killed at woric to his family. enth Infantry has been brought to the
The federation voted that the COM- attention ‘sf the military authorities at
mittee ask congress to pass a law the war department, and it is stated
making it compulsory on employers that the officer w•ll be called upon to
tr: pay $to,o00. explain his alleged infraction of the
In Illinois the liability law is $10,4
000, but it is tan; compulsory. Tt is
subject to coin proceedings and
rarely, if ever, have Sto,000 verdicts
been given. . ",S'
In addition to this the resolution
provides that the law shall compel
employers to pey full wages to em-
ployes who are injured during the
time they are compelled to rems:n
away from work. •
Another resoled on was 'directed
against employer; who hire young
girls, and the le2islative committee of
the federation was instructed to in-
vestigate the matter and recommend
a form nf action Jefferson Davi+
Pierce. organizer of the American
Federation Lahr. told the dele-
gates sme plaia truths
"The minute that you, or your
valwea and sisters. refuse to patronize
the employers of child labor that
nte will child labor tease. Von an
vearing cloitiec made by child labor.
many of yon. Stop it"
The Cut Was Artistically lied.
(ftpston 'Herald.)
A mighty good riddance to
001•1•10••
REMARK CAUSES BANK RUN
••••••....
Depositors of Ohio Institution With-
draw Thousands of Dollars.
Chillicothe, 0., N..s. ao.—A care-
leas remark made by some citizeu nn-
kiu'wn to the police started a run on
the savings hank of this city today.
It began at noone and contimied all
afternoon until late this evening. Wo-
men, children and men quit thi;ir em-
ployment and ran to the bank breath-
articles of war. Captain Reichmann.,less. One depositor said he saw a
it is alleged, recently published, statement of the closing of !lie doors
an article in a magazine in of. the. bank published in • WE aPf the
which he is said to have charged that levemng newspapers. It was discov-
he had been denied membership on ,ered, however, that he saw t'ie banks
the general staff of the army because !semiannual statespeps,
of his German birth, amillihat he had I - The savings bank is declared to be
otherwise been 'ditcriminated against cue of the strongest state hanks in
becauSe he is not a native American. i t-Thio. The withdrawals reached from
The action of 'he depart-Tent will de- ,Sto.00o to Sts.ocio.
pend upon the kind of statemept made !
by Captain Reichmann. ;CRY
NO LABORERS; CORN IN RUIN
Lack of Help in Nebraska and Iowa
Causes Heavy Losses.
Omaha, Neb., Nov. 2o.--A scarcity
of farmhands will cost the farmers of
Iowa and Nebraska thousands of dol-
lars this year, Corn is ripe in the
field waiting gathering, but cornhusk-
era are not to he obtained at any price
Farmers have offered double wages
and still are unable to secure enough
men. They will suffer the heavy loss
1, through the vast quantity of corn that
Boni'. is going to ruin in the fields
OF FIRE STARTS
PANIC IN A THEATER
Audience Starts to Flee, When Sen-
sible Man Quiets Everyone.
11/1111111110
New Orleans, Nov. 20.—A small
panic was caused at the Lyric theater
today during a matinee performance
by some person shouting "fire."
The audience mere en masse and
was rushing Oward the exits when
some level-headed person in the audi-
ence shogted that it was only a smallfire across the street and there was no
danger. Several women fainted. hut
otherwise no one was injnred.
Subscribe for the Regishes.
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Y-FIVE NEW LIGHTS 
BURNED-AL L STNIGHT
•
AS THE POWERHOUSE HAS TO KEEP ONE OLD MACHINE RUN-
NING UNTIL THE NEW ONES ARE INSTALLED, SOME POR-
TIONS OF THE CITY HAVE TO REMAIN IN DARKNESS FOR
SEVERAL NIGHTS, BECAUSE THE LONE OLD MACHINE CAN
NOT SUPPLY CURRENT SUFFICIENT FOR EVERY CIRCUIT—
EVERY LIGHT WILL BE BURNING BY SATURDAY NIGHT.
town By this afternoon the sec-
new machine will be in position
and ready for operation, and it will
furnish current for the new fights
to go up today in the business portion.
This alteration taking away Od lights
'rrom this circuit means that only
Lase night fifty-five of the new
snake of electric lights were burning
upon as many street corners in the
city, Superintendent Kebbler of the
city lighting plant, and his men, get-
ting that many of the arcs in running
order Current for them was furnish-
ed by one of the new make of dyno.
mos, which has beefs placed in proper incessant downpour.
p •sition and put into use. These new ye.ttereny ther, was !et with may-
lights burned upon two circuits only, or Yeiser a petition he will hand in
one covering the Mechanicsburg $ee- to the board of works during the lat-
tion of the city, and the other ewe- Iter's weekly session this afternoon.
eiing the Rov,landtown neighborhood. This document is stgned by Englert
The lights gleam brightly and stem and Bryant, Hall's Commiseion
quite an improvement over the old
ones. From every point where lights
did not exist before could be heard
espressions of appreciation of the
board of work's act in giving illumi-
nation to the heretofore dark vicini-
ties.
Today the electricians will take
down the old arcs on circuit No. a.
which includes the business portion of
the city, and put up the new ones.
There are thirty-five lights on this
circuit and the new ones will be burn-
ing this evening.
The new arcs can be supplied cur-
rent only by the new machines, and
as only one of the old machines is
now running and could not furnish
power for all the old lights still up, have occurred in this alley, which is
the old liens did not burn last night considered a dangerous place after
in two districts, one on West Broad- nightfall
way and the other in the lower end The mayor favors the light, and
says if none of the big arcs can be
spared for that place by the board of
works, it would pay rhe city to have
the private -electric company hang a
large 32 candle-power incandescent
Lght in the alley, to be paid foe out
of the city treasury.
OFF FOR THE
CEREMONIES
LARGE DELEGATION OF IO-
WANS TOOK CITY OF MEM-
PHIS HERE YESTERADY.
Many Distinguished People in This
Crowd, as There Are Also in
Gov. C urtunins' Party.
Yesterday afternoon the steamer
City of Memphis left for the Tennes-
see river with the delegation from
Iowa bound for the Shiloh battle-
field, where tomorrow and next day
there will be conducted the ceremo-
nies unveiling the monument ereceted
on the spot occupied by the lows reg-
iments during the civil war. Part of
the delegation came to this city yes-
terday morning Pt 7:45 over the Illi-
nois Central railroad by way of Cai-
ro, while the others got here at 3
o'clock yesterday afternoon over the
Illinois Central by way of Brook-
poet On arriving here all immedi-
ately repaired to the wharf, where
they boarded the Memphis. which
carried them up.
Today at Johnsonville. Tenn.. the
steamer City of Saltillo will take Gov.
Cummings and his party of Iowans,
who go on to the battlefield. There
ere too of the latter and they have
'peen to Vicksburg. Chattanooga. ?sfis-
itionary Ridge and other, Southern
points, dedicating similar monuments
on these battle grounds to commemo-
rate spots occupied by their regi-
ments.
Many distinguished men were in
the delegation that came through
he-e yesterday. awhile those with the
governor are of equal prominence.
BARE BANK LOOT SCHEME
if Pekin, ni., Directors Loaned to
Themselves, Using Clever Plan.
Peoria. 111.. Nov 20.—Sensational
developments are shown in the exam-
ination .of the books of the defunct
Teis Smith bank at Pekin. Clever ma-
chinations by the directors resulted
In the robbery of $400,000 from the
ilepoiritors and it was shown today
that all but TO per cent of the money
we's loaned to the officials of the
bank themselves to be used in their
personal and combined schemes.
It is charged that for the last fifteen
years Dietrick C. Smith had not a
sent inveated in the bank and other
41idence ii shown by the books that
the Smith Wagon and Plow works,
owned by the bin* and which went
into bankruptcy upon the failure of
the bank, owed the bank in the
neighborhood of $405,00o. Plunges
on the board of trade have also been
shown to 'have been part cause of the
failure of tehbank. A whole week
-has been spent in obtaining nine
jurors.
one of the old light districts will be
out tonight
There are six circuits or districts
altogether in the city, and MT. Keb-
bler believes all the new arcs will be
tip and ready for use by Saturday
night. The rains have delayed the
men, as they cannot work during the
House, Loths Clark, Frank Jones,
NfeyearSchmidt anit others whose es-
tablishments back up into the alley
entering beside Englert and Bryant',
grocery, on Second and coming out
on Kentucky avenue beside W. A.
Lawrence's establishment on the av-
enue between Second and Third
streets. These petitioners state that
this alley is one onissual darkness
after nightfall, andequented by all
kinds of bad characters, therefore they
want the board of public works to
have one of the big electric lights put
at the point where the alley turns, so
as to give light that will prevent peo-
ple from lurking around in the pas-
sageway. A nuosber of robberies
FINISH FARM
BY NEW YEAR
JUDGE LIGHTFOOT BELIEVES
INMATES CAN GET IN BY
THAT DATE.
Inclement Weather and Other Mat-
ters Caused Unexpected De-
lays of Many Matters.
Judge Lightfoot yestereday 'express-
ed the 'belief that the county poor
would not get moved into the new
poorfarm until the first of next year,
as the present bed weather, combi.-,ed
with other drawbacks is holding back
the work considerably, and causing
many unexpected delays. It had been
hoped all along by the authorities
to get into the new quarters by the
first of this month, but first one thing
and then another held them back un-
til the present date finds the build-
ings not completed.
The contractors believe they can
get through entirely by the Toth of
next month, and if they can it will
take from then until the first of the
new year to *jet the furnishing and
equipment thorreghly installed.
The old poorfarm on West Tenne,.-
see street. where the county charges
are now kept. is pretty good quarters
and will be continued in use until the
new buildings are finished otit in the
I.one Oak secti?n of the county.
Judge Lightfoot says he will try
and have the county charges take their
Christmas dinner at the new building,
and if not that meal, the New Year
turkey anyhow. Quite an elegant
spread will be given the unfortunazes
in honor of the opening of the new
structure
DEMPSEY BEFORE JURY.
Cincinnati Mayor Asked to Explain
Bribe Charges.
Cincinnati, 0., Nov. 20.—In answer
ts a summons from County Attorney
Rutison Mayor W. J.'Dempsey ap-
peared before the grand jury as a wit-
ness.
It is believed that he was called to
testify regarding his statement during
the recent campaign that he had been
four times approached with offers of
bribes during ths first few ,weeks of
his official life. He made flre state-
ment at a public meeting. saving he
was offered the equivalent of Sno,oco,
hut he refused to tell the names of
the persons by whom the offers had
teen made.
Bores Pitted Against Each Other.
Wigg—The last I saw of you
Youngpop was talking you to death
about his baby. How did you get rid
of him?
Witgg—.0h some fellow same along
ISBELL CASES
WENT OVER
CONTINUANCES GIVEN ALLEG-
ED HORSE THIEF IN PO-
LICE COURT.
Postponements Given Both the
Shooting Charges Against Cat-
lett and Bankhead.
Jim Isbell wa, arraigned before
Judge Cross in the police court yes-
terday morning on two,warrants, one
charging him viAh obtaining money
under she pretenses and the other
accusing him of grand larceny. The
charges Ktfe coontinued over until
today. Isbell is accused of stealing
a horse and buggy from Bowling
Green and bringing them here, where
he sold the outfit to Fletcher Ter-
rell.
Until next Monday was continued
the malicious shooting charge against
011ie Catlett, colored, who shot Levi
Trice, colored, through the left arm
and left leg during a fight one night
last week over a crap game in Tom
Kelly's house in the alley running
from 'Ninth to Tenth between Wash-
ing ton and Clark streets. Trice is
not able to come to court, hence post-
ponement of the warrants
Van Bankhead colored, was given
a continuance of the case charging
him with trying to shoot Officer Har-
ley while the latter was attempting to
put him under arrest one night last
week at Eleventh and Caldwell
streets.
Jim Fagan. Harry, Posey and Clark
Wallace were al: charged with ea-
gaging in a fight in Hickory Grove,
just outside Mechanicsburg, last Sat-
urday or Sunday. The court contin-
ued the warrants over until tomor-
row
CYCLONE WRECKS
HENNEGER, ALA.
Not a Building Is Left Standing
uig After Storm Has Passed.
Gadsden, Ala, Nov. ao.—A cyclone,
rutting a path half a mile wide struck
the little town of Hennger, in De
Kalb County, Sunday morning just
at daybreak The town was com-
pletely wrecked, not a building tieing
left- standing.
The stores of Kirby Bros. and I. E.
Brett and tile east goody and drug
store of Doctor E. R. Smith. together
with their contents, are in ruins.
Every dvrelling and outhouse in the
town is reported destroyed, and it is
considered almost a miracle that no
one was killed, as most of the people
were in their homes asleep when the
cyclone approached.
The Reverend Ira Hawkins. presid-
ing elder of the Gadsden district.
who was at ifenneger during the
cyclone, arrived here at 0 o'clock to-
night. He says the stores and houses
were simply reduced to splinters and
families of people were blown from
their bed, and hurled into the streets.
and everything they possessed was
carried and scattered for miles in the
whirling mass.
Mr. Hawkins stated that the
cyclone as it left the little town re-
sembled an immense ball of fire and
the naise was a mighty roar
that could he heard for several min-
tstes after it had passed He states
that )teriple. after the storm, held a
mass meeting and offered thanks to
God that their !ives had been spared
INDIAN DECLARES FREEDOM
Cherokee Tells Senate Cbmmittet He
• Will Not Bow to Department
Nfuskingee, I. T., Nov. 2o.—The en-
tire tiine of the senate Indian commit-
tee today was devoted to hearing ar-
guments in favor of removing the re-
strictions on the sale of Indian lands.
The morning s‘.ssion was productive
of much feeling.
Col. Robert L. Owen, a Cherokee
by blood, a prominent attorney and
a candidate for the United States sen-
ate, said in reply to a question as to
whether he had ever had his restric-
t thons r*moved i 'I am as free a cit-
izen as any man on this senate com-
!mittee. I am a free man. I will not
bow my head to the interior depart-
merit. I have no personal restrictions.
I have never made and will never
make application for the removal of
my restrictions.
"The fault of the government that
controls the Indian territory lies in
the frailty of human nature, which
leads a man to believe that he can
govern a people better than they•can
govern themselves."
Then Senator Teller of Colorado,
speaking with great feeling. declared:
1"The system is wrong. It is Impos-
sible for the secretary of the interior
to know anything about It. It's a
clerk here and a clerk there. The sys-
ern is wrong."
EXACT FIGURES I
REACH $19,500
ILLINOIS CENTRAL HAS TO
PAY THAT AMOUNT OF
SEWERAGE COST,
Railroad Bears Nearly One-Fourth of
the Entire Cost of the Whole
Improvement.
In order that the Illinois Central
railroad could have some definite idea
as to how muzn it shall have to pay
for the new sanitary and storm sew-
fl,)w being laid, City Engineer
Washington has gone over the ques-
tion and itgured up how many super-
ficial feet are covered by the railroad
property inside the new district. His
computation showed the city engineer
that the railroad will have to pay in
the neighborhood of $19,5oo The ex-
act figure will not vary many hun-
dred dollars either way from this huge
figure
General Agent John T. Donovan
figured over the amount his road will
have to pay, and finds that it is
23 per cent of the cost of the whole
system, or in other words the road
bears nearly one-fourth of the whole
expense incurred by the entire con-
tract. Although the cost is great to
the railway, Mr. Dqnovan says they
are snore than glad to pay it, because
it gives their property good surface
water drainage and also furnishes ex-
cellent sanitary connections.
The new sewers will completely en-
circle the main shop yards of the road
between Eleventh and Thirteenth    
streets. Kentnelcy avenue arta
Tennessee street.
HEARST BURIES HIS BEE;
WILL NEVER RUN AGAIN
Defeated Candidate for Governor of
New York Is Out of the Game.
San Antonio, Tex., • Nov. ao.—Will-
iam R. Hearst, recently Democratic
candidate for governor of New York,
was here at noon for a few minutes
on his way to Moonterey. where he
has mining interests. He was accom-
panied by the members of his fam-
ily. In discussing what his future
course would be, in reference to poli-
tics in New York. he said'
MI will never again be a candidate.
I shall continue to reside in New
York and advocate and support the
principles of reform, which I have
always stood Ini . but these princi-
ples are now sufficiently understood
by the general public for It to be no
longer necessary for me to be a can-
didate
'You proban'y know it is by no
means pleasant to be a candidate. I
am glad in the future it is to be my
privilege to stand for the principles of
government T have always advocated
without being a candidate for office.
and on that account attacked with
much bitterness.
TWO METHODISMS
TO ACT IN HARMONY
flotithern Church Appoints Commis-
sion to Adjust Difficulties With
Northern Body.
Tulsa. T T. Nov to —Befnre final
adjournment today, the Indian Mis-
sion Conference of the M. F.., Church,
South. presided over by Bishop Key.
appointed a commission similar to the
Oklahoma conference of the M. E.
Church to adjeet all difficulties that
may arise between the two bodies in
the new state The commission con-
sists of the Reverends 0. P. Goddard.
W. G. Troupson, N. L. Linebaugh. A.
5 AceKennon an'! C. B. Aines.
ILLINOIS CEN fRAL
EXCURSION BULLETIN
Mexico City, Mex.—American Pub-
lic Health association Dates of sale
Nov. za to 28, 1936, inclusive; return
limit 6o days from date of sale. Stop-
overs going and returning at po:nts
as are authorized on winter tourist
tickets. Round trip rate $52.
Kansas City, Mo.—Trans-Mississip-i
pi congress Dates of sale, Nov. :8 Old
to as, tgo6, inclusive; return Vmit
Nov. 28, scio6. By depositing ticket
WHERE DID YOU BUt
YOUR PIANO? 
at
Baldwin's
W. T.' Miller;
Selected This
He and nisi:Brother Have a Large New Stock at _
518 BROADWAY
E. P. BOURQUIN, TUNER-
Handsome Silverware
TO ADWill YOUR TABLE. NEW PATTERNS AND DFAUGNS
IN SRAVIVG SPOONS, FORKS, POONS, FISH KNIVES, DISH-
ES, ETC.
WEDDING cwiisg
OF SILVER ARE ALWAYS SURE TO PLEASE, YOU'LL
MAKE NO MISTAKE IF YOU PURCHASE SOME OF OUR
NW AND DRAUTIFUL SILVERWARE.
OUR GOODS ARE NEW—UP TO DATE—SOMETHING
THAT WILL PLEASE—BEFORE YOU BUY CALL AND GET
PRICES AND COMPAIR GOODS VALUES
J. L. WANNE I • JEWELER &OPTICIAN
Guy Nance & Son
UNDERTAKERS AND'YMBALMERS
White Ambulance for sick and injured only
Otlice and residence 213 South 3rd Street'
Phonv• New 334. Old 6991 Open Day and Night
Watches
Diamonds
WARRANTED JEWELRY
OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS
IN STOCK.
Edition and Victor Phonegraphe
and a General Supply of music
on hind. If you want to buy,
It will pay you to cell and, see
oar stock..
1 Weitche3Look out for our Holliday
goods. Attractive Prices and a
present for everybody.
WARREN & WARREN 417 Broadway 1
A. S. DABNEY n„
—DENTIST-- AcursiA:
lraes.art gallium/
and paying fee of $1 an extension may
be had to Dec. t8, tcootc. Round trip
rate $4.80.
DR. CEO, MASGANA
VETERINARY SURGEON AND
DENTIST.
Will trat scintificaliy with the lat-
est improved intsruments and up to
date treatment all diseases of dotnee-
ticated animals.
ALL CALLS PROMPTLY; AT-
TENDED NIGHT AND DAY.
who had just bought an automobile, no Office 
Thompson Transfer 'Co, Bosh
I introduced them and made my es- Shade of Hamlet—Datned if I know. 'illonss 357-
cape. _ t 1 .4
Had No Chance to Learn.
Shade of Lear—Honest, old man,
were you really mad?
I never faced a-jury, Residence Phone 2933,./
TEL. 73a
MO •••••••-• 41 NMI IIP•101"
0. D. Schmidt
Architect and Superintendent
stis Fraternity Building.
Phone 498 Red; New Phone
PADUCAH, KILN TUCKE
PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER
Sokk at
Gray's linnet,
Palmer Wins, Bar,
L A. Lsgonmirsisao.
'
E. H. PURYEAR
Atturney-at-Law
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building
323 s-a Broadway, Paducah Ky.
New 'Phone 4po.
SPECIALTIES:
'Abstracting of Titles,
LIMINSOG, Corporation and
Iretets Low.
• omorampur
••• • •
St. Loin, and Tennessei: River Packe
company—the cheapest and
excursion out of Paducah.
bee
$a1UUnn For the Round Trip toTennessee river & rotor
It is a trip of pleasure, comfon
1
 
and rest; good service, good tabi
good roams, etc. Boats leave eatb.
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. Ss
For other information apply to Jas
Kole*. superintendent; Frank 1.1
Brown, agent
Ors Childress
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Free Speech.
Certain negroes of Chicago have ap-
plied to the mayor of that city to pre-
sent United States Senator Tillman
of South Carolina from delivering a
lecture there next week i the interest
of a charitable organization. This is
supposed to be a country in which
freedom of speech prevails and it will
be a sad daN for negroes when the
policy is to the contrary. A free coun-
try means much to the humble class,
more so than to those of wealth, edu-
cation and influence. The so called
higher classes are well able to take
care of themselves; But it is the weak-
er class that needs all the privileges,
and protection the country affords. If
Senator Tillman or any other man
can be prevented from delivering an
address of a lawful nature, the Ile-
groes of the South would be sup-
pressed at once, or for thit matter
any other men not in favor with
authorities would get the move
order everytime he opened his mouth.
To carry out the Chicago negroes'
idea, the United. States would soon be
worse than Russia. If Mr. Tillman or
any other man desires to make a
syrech of a lawful nature, in which
he may denounce or criticise any par-
ticular class, let that class so livened
conduct themselves as to 
•hthey do not merit critici„. rt zt
are good white people and bad white
people, and there are good negroes
and bad negroes, and it is a historical
fact that throughout the South a
large portion of the negro race are
riot good citizens, and no one is bet-
ter posted on the subject than Mt.
Tillman.
The recent heavy rains are proving
rather costly. The railroads are the
greatest sufferers and It- will require
the expenditure of hundreds of thous-
ands „of dollars to restore the road-
beds and bridges to a safe corrdition.
The fast trains between here and Lou-
isville on the Illinois Central are run-
ring from six to twelve hours late.
On'the N. C. & S. L the trains
were abandoned • for twenty-Jour
hours or more. In Shelby county,
Tennwee the entire system of coun-
ty roaas including fourteen sulostan-
t bridges have been destroyed. The
effects of the continued rains throngh-
cio Western Kenttfcky, Tennessee
and .Mississippi is hegining to be felt
generally.
In the article i yesteray'a issue
in reference to cold school rooms
anention was made of the. Jefferson,
school being uncomfoctably cold
Isfonday morning; It shoold have been
the Longfellow school, the one at
Fifth and Kentucky aventics. That'
was the building we had in mind and
used' the wrong name. It was the
Loneellow seacia I and not the Jeffer-
sor school 'ofashieh complaint was
made.
• Senator Beveridge ha a. plan to
abolish child labor. He states that
the bill he is to present to the next
congress will provide that no railroad,
steamship, or other caner shall
transport any product of any factory
Or mine that employes children un-
der is years of age. The plan is good.
but a Chicago man offered another
that i. equally as "pd. lie said if
the people would quit wearing cloth-
in g made by child labor the factories
would soon have no us for children.
Reports from all parts ot the soun-
try state that the biggest apple crop in
years has been harvested, yet three
small ones are sold for five cents .at
the fruit stands. Yes, there's money
in apples.
The Propoied Credit Notes.
The complete idan of currency re-
form adopted by the bankers' confer-
ence at Washington provides that the
first issue of the proposed credit notes
shall be eo per cent of the bond-se.
cured cirtulation and shall be taxed
1-2 per cent. An additional issue
f credit notes equal to 12 1-2 per
cent of the capital of the bank is per-
mitted and j4 is to be taxed 5 per
cent. The total of credit notes and
circulation secured by government
bonds shall not exceed the bank's
pita! stock. TI.e same reserves are
o be carried cgrinst credit notes as
re now required against deposits,
ays the Nashville Banner.
But the safety of the credit notes
s not to depend wholly upon the solo-
ncy of the bank. The taxes provided
or credit notes are to be paid in gold
nto the United States treasury to
onstitute a guarantee fond to pay
for expenses and for the redemption
of notes of failed banks And that
the guarantee fund may be ample
from a beginning banks yLking out
credit notes must deposit with the
treasurer of the United States in gold
5 Per cert of this circulation, the un-
used portion of this initial payment
to be *refunded w-hen taxes are pro-
vided for a raised guarantee fund to
5 per cent of otitstanding circulation.
This should make the notes reason-
ably secure. And the plan it seems
would add the desired flexibility to
the currency. The tax would insure
the retirement of credit notes when
they became redundant and when
money is io acute demand a ready
supply, it would eem. could he fur-
nished by this method
The Idle Negro and the Saloon.
The saloon goes a long way towoard
producing and piornoting the idle ne-
gro Ile is a valuable asset to the
saloon, for he stealssand occasionally
robs, and he always plays "craps" and
the as he can usually manage to have, or
get rather. some mooney. And he
on
snakes a decoy fo: other negroes whom
he induces to gamble and spend what
money they, may have in the saloon.
In large part the negro question with
its stealings an.1 assaults is the ques-
tion of the italoGn. If the saloons and
their accompanying gambling and
dance houses were closed permanent-
ly and the officer. of the law enlisted
in enforcing vaorancy laws that ele-
ment of the negroes which hsesde
the ppeludice and the mobs could be
easily managed awd forced into labor
and observance of law The saloon
is responsible for the idle negro and
those who protrote the saloon by
their ete. or their indiVerence to vot-
irg, are respdinsible for both the sa-
loon and the idle negro`and all the
harvests of their Sowing -r-Raptist
TRANSFER
PASSENGERS
SPECIAL GOES OUT TO MUR-
RAY AFTER N. C. & ST. L.
TRAFFIC.
The Illinois Central Trains Were All
Late Yesterday Account the
Washouts.
The railraads continue having great
trouble on'account of the washouts
as the rainfalls are prolonged. Yes-
terday the Clark': river overflowed
atill covered the N C. & St. L. rails
near Alma two ice deep. This pre-
vented the trains crossing and the
train due in here at i o'clock yes-
terday afternoon had to stop on the
other'side of the overflow, and trans-
fer the passengers to a special sent
oat from here/and which returned at
4 e'dock. Th train on the other side
of the overflow was then turned back
to Jackson, Tenn., to take the aiace
of the outgoing passenger. . Last
night the train. due in at 23:3o o'clock
had to stop at Murray' and a sposial
goes out this morning after the pas-1
sevigers. Commencing this motromg
the N. C. & St. I.. will tette .its pas-
sengers out as far as ejacksdn. as
traffic can be resumed betsve•_.n these
Poitits. The Memphis/:rains are taken
frcm Hollow Rock, over At• north-
ascstern division to M‘6K•eirz's,
and then carried into the Bluff City
over the L. 8c N. tracks.
The Illinois tentra s Auffering the
same trouble, the noon .train due'
from Memphis yesterday, not arriving
*left' 4 o'clock in the aft,rtin_,a,
the 6 o'clock southbound paatenger
was some hour, ;ate. All the trains
arr being held out.
Dr. II. T. Hall was in Cairo yes-
terday or professional
PRIVATE GROUND
CONFISCATED
CITY WAS BUILDING HUS-
BAND STREET FILL ON
PRIVATE GROUND.
• semnsemena ANNIMUSEN
Enough of the Property Will Be
Bought From Individuals for a
Street of Uniform Width.
After the aldermen act on the ques-
tion tomorrow eight, Mayor Yeiser
will begin buying from the owners Of
property enough ground for Husbands
street to be run through from Sixth
to Fourth, and Os° enough for the
culvert to be constructed.
Heretofore only a dirt passageway
ran through thiksbig hollow where
Hrsbands goes from Sixth to Fourth
la order to fill the place up to a com-
mon level with abutting streets, the
city officials have been Rlacing hun•
dreds of loads of dirt along the pro-
posed route, theieby creating a hill
through the hollow. Where the old
wooden bridge has stood near Fifth
and Husbands a culvert is to be built.
but Monday night the mayor in-
formed the council he had learned the
city did not own all the ground neces-
sary for a new street of uniform width
to be run 'through, and that as it is
the municipal government is con-
structing the dirt fill on ptivate prop-
erty. As result the councilmen di-
rected him to purchase from the own-
ers that portionof the ground which is
private land. ant as soon as the alder-
men concur in the councilmanic ac-
tion, he will consummate the negotia-
tions. Before the city can build a
public street through private prop-
erty, the ground f•as to be purchased
from the individual owners
The timely discovery of the mayor
that the new work was being partially
placed on private property is a fortun-
ate one, as h..realter the individual
comers could hold the noinicipaHty
responsible for damages.
BODY CONSIGNED
TO RESTING PLACE
MANY ATTENDED SERVICES
AT ELKS' HOME YESTER-
DAY AFTERNOON.
Remains of Callag:ian taiuld
but Father Did Not Reach
For Funeral.
TV ABOLISH C%DL 
tABoRRACKET STO
4-4-1-1-14-144-prt-t-1111,44-14.
BEiRITDGE MAKESI ADISTNATE-N BEFORE N A A THANKSGIVING LINENS
l•••••■#1111111•••=•
AND OHIO Y. M. C. A.
Would Prohibit the Transportation of
Its Products by Interstate Car-
riers.
Richmond, Ind., Nov. 30.—At a
eeting here of representatives of
le Young hten's Christian Associa-
tons of Indiana and Ohio, Senator
lbert J. Beveridge stated that on
he opening day of the coming seat*
f congress he intended to introduce a
ill prohibiting the labor of children
throughout the country, and a bill
Kt make more rigid the present meat
inspection law.
His Plan."
lie said the child !abut bill would
provide that no railroad, steamship,
steamboat or other carrier of inter-
state Commerce should transport, or
accept for transportation, product of
any factory of mine that employed
children under 14 years of age. The
bill, he said, would provide that every
ca.rivir of interstate commerce should
require an affidavit from every fac-
tory or mine owner shipping its pro-
duce that it did not employ children
under 14 years of age, the form of the
affidavit to be prescribed by the de-
partment of commerce and labor or
the interstate commission, with heavy
pepalties, both civil and crimipal, for
violation of the law
Congress Has the Power.
The bill, if it. becomes a law, he
believes will stop the practice of rffin
ng future citizenship by working
children of tender age in factories and
riffles. There is no other way, be
said, to reach this growing evil. A
Federal statute cannot be passed di-
rectly controlling the facts 'is and
mines in the state. That is 0,e prov-
w-e of the states. But con.'ress has
abiolute power over thc .ailroada.
boats, ships and other agen, es of in-
terstate commerce, and until': .cd pow-
er tinder, the constitution •.) provide
that they shall not carry it ' products
of facuries and mines a e inploy
,
children.
Inspection Date on Me:. Cana.
The bill to amend the r it inspec-
tion law will require patting the
date of the inspection on every can
of meat product, and the pach:r• to
pay the cost of inspection These MA
proitsions, he said, are if, ianded ty
the people, and agitation :or them
Al1 nevease wail these provic00%hi 
- Itii-e. a part of the lao
Buried as • —
Here • •
rCHAKMING EUCHRE
, AT HOTEL. CILA1G
Yesterday aft,•rnoon the, funeral
eerviers were rorducted over the re-
rnainsi of the laze Major Thomas E.
Moss, the body being consigned to
its last resting place in Oak Grrive
Cenletery.
The services were preached at.the
Elks' Home lca;geroom on North
Fifth street by Rev. Calvin M.
Thompson of the Fir-: Baptist
church, and, the spacious :oill was
crowded with bereft friends. Several
ingressive aongoo were rekidered by
the quartette of Mesdames Lelia
Wade Lcwis, R. I'. Stanie. and
Messrs. Robert Scott and aoheot
Chastaine. The Confederate Veter-
ans of James T. Walbert camp met it
the City Hall and marched in a body
to the Elks' Home, entering the
lodgeroom in a 1.•odly. On account of
the inclemency of the weather not
many were at the ceremony, where a
beautiful eulogistc address was de-
livered by .Captain Richard J. Barber,
on behalf of the soldiers who had
charge of the funeral. The veterans
to. car, on wiing to the *burial
grounds.
All of yesterday hundreds viewed
the remains, which I ooked very
natural and unusually well preserved
Father Could Not Arrive.
The- remains of Charles Callaghan
Jr . of Ellis street were buried yester-
day at Mt. Carmel cemetery. His
father, Steward Charles Callaghan. of
the steamer Clyde. last Saturday left
the' boat up the. Tennessee river and
tried to get home by rail, but was
held out for days by the washouts
40
and will not arrive until today. too
late for the funeral.
• Shot to Death.
Mr. Marsh Atkinson, the whiskey
drummer. was here yesterday, en
route to McKen-:;e. Tenn., to attend
the funeral of his son, Mr. Newt
Atkinson. who was shot and died at
Poelike Ala., las: Saturday. The de-
tails of the shooring were not re-
ceived by the father, who has his
family now living at St. Louis, All
have gOrre to MeKinzie to attend the
funeral.
Newt Atkinson 15 well remembered
here as the prolzstional baseball play
cr who worked on the diamond for
several Kitty league 'clubs. He re-
sidiA in Paducah at one time, sod 'has
many frjends who regret his death.
Two years ago• he married in .St.
Louis, but bis wife got a divorce on
the ground that his love for baseball
caused him to neglect her.
! I
Many Friends A"-• les' Away Happy
Evening A: ;Opular Hostelry—
Evenir.g Dint. in Honor of the
Groorr.--.Handsome Reception by
MT. and Mrs. Ustrid VanCulin.
'age ever na aliss t -den Stone
;ertained number of friends with
a delightful -.lichee party at her home
in Hotel Craig on Fifth and Jefferson
street*. The soacious rerec•tion hails
and double 'parlors were filled with
happy players viho spcst a most
ebarming even;aa over the card
board
Informal Afterrr on.
Mrs. W Armour Gard'ier of Foun-
tain avenue entertained d lightfully in
an informal manner yesterday after-
noon at her home, which was visited
by many friends.
Supper for Groom.
Mr. Robert Chastaine of Korth
Eighth street, entertained a si
party of friends Monday evening at
dinirng, complimentary to friend.
Mr. Faredd Ilas•man, who in a few
days will be mactied to Miss Druiie
Hand. The feast was a sumptuous
course luncheon vii many delicacier.
VanCulin Reception. _
The handsome borne of Mr. and
Mrs. David I. VanCulin of Snitch
Sixth street, was the
AT
tHANKSGIVING E....CIES •
THERE HAVE BEEN SEVERAL ADVANCES IN THE PRICE ar
L1NENS OF ALL KINDS THIS YEAR, BUT WE OWN A LOT AT
THE OLD PRICE AND OFFER THEM TO YOU WITHOUT ANY
ADVANCE WHATEVER.
THIS IS THE LAST LOT WE CAN SELL ON SUCH A LOW
BASIS. IT WILL PAY THOSE WHO NEED LINENS TO EXAMINE
THESE GOODS.
LINEN TABLE DAMASKS
66 IN. UNBLEACHED DAMASK •
6o IN. UNBLEACHED DAMASK 0..  ....  Sec
64 IN UNBLEACHED DAMASK •  7So
72 INCH BLEACHED DAMASK —HEAVY GRADE @  9$C
71 INCH BLEACHED DAMASK—SPECIAL VALUE 411.. . 11.00
WE HAVE NAPKINS TO MATCH MOST OF THE PATTERNS.
WE SHOW BLEACHED COTTON DAMASK 58 INCHES WIDE @ 25c
UNBLEACHED HALF-LINEN DAMASK 58 INCH @ • 39c
•
MERCERIZED DAMASK
43C
IF YOU WERE NOT 'FAMILIAR WITH THIS MERCERIZED
CLOTH OF OURS YOU WOULD EASILY MISTAKE IT FOR REAL
LINEN AND WORTH TWO OR THREE TIMES THE PRICE WE
ARK. WE CANT AFFORD TO SELL ANY BUT THE VERY BEST
MERCERIZED DAMASK.
CAN YOU AFFORD TO BUY THE INFERIOR GOODS. PAYING
AS MUCH AS WE CHARGE FOR FOR THE BEST?
se IN. MERCERIZED DAMASK
64 IN MERCERIZED DAMASK
71 IN MERCERIZED DAMASK
THE PATTERNS ARE GREAT.
NAPKINS TO MATCH THE MERCERIZED DAMASK IN THE
FOLLOWING SIZES:
rata INCHES AT Si.15 Dos.
soz3o INCHES AT 
st 48
1, • • 10L
 Se
76c
LINEN NAPKINS
Axle ALL LINEN NAPKINS fa .-Øc
WE HAVE A BIG LINE qp LINEN NAPKINS AT St.se. 01-76. CAS
AND UP TO 83.75 Dos
TABLE CLOTHS
Napkins to Match
▪ z-a YD CLOTIC 72 INCHES WIDIDE AT $2411 EACH.
3 YD CLOTH. 72 INCHES WIDE Al $2•Sla EACH.
NAPKINS TO MATCH $11.7o DOZ.
• t-s YD. CLOTH, is INCHES WIDE AT $3ail EACH.
3 YD. CLOTH, us INCHES WIDE AT 63.6o EACH.
NAPKINS TO MATCH 63.75 Dos.
SQUARE CLOTHS
FINE LINEN TABLE CLOTHS 21-3X2 t-s YDS @
CLOTHS 5 1-253 YDS ka . ...... .
NAPKINS TO MATCH AS FOLLOWS:
2=20 INCHES $2.50 DOZEN •
2e224 INCHES $3.50 DOZEN
SPA
$4-73
WE RECOMMEND THESE LINENS. AND NO BETTER PUR-
CHASE CAN BE MADE BY PADUCAH HOUSE WIVES
rum &THOMPSON
407 BROADWAY. PADUCAH. KY
-IL
this winter's series of german to be
giver by the Cotillion club, whi.:h
named her chvirman of the coin-
insttees The adeitions are Misses
Manic Cobb. Martha Davis and ysitn
Langstaff.
Preper;ng for Social.
The Philailtea club of tlie Fir -t
Baptist church imended meeting last
esening, but on a-count of the in
clement weathet. the sfssion was
postponed until after praer services
this evening, at a hich time there wi'l
be distributed the invitatiane tho
member will send to tile.r
requesting rhe.r presence at the so-
cial to be given by the deb at Cie
St. Nicholas hotel, tits evening or
November 27th.
Cupid Not Daunted By Waters.
I Miss Dora Fox, aged 18 and Mr.
Ben lienscotar, aged st at Cre
Springs were married yes:err:a,- by
Judge Lightfoot, at the -cr,itthouse
they having come here the cere-
mony They drove overlan,1 1-.ere and
while over in Illinois they stsrted -0
drive across a creek bridae that sea:
supposed to be tubmergel by ths
water which haa risen h;gh. It
scene of a
proved the briege was oo: their, and
charming reception, tendered last as re:-Idt the team fell in:, the creek
evening in hono: of Mr. Maurice an lied to swim across, t'ot.
Nash Jr., and bride, nee Miss Flora party clung to the wagon sides.
Nalle. and Mrs. Wm. Oregon Bonnie,
all of Louisville, who are guests of
the horehold. Despite the indent-, My Creed.
ency of the weather the home was Do not keep the alabaster boies
ftilled with frientit' who hugely (41- of your love and tenderness sealed
joyed the gathering The residence up until your friends are dead. F111
was beautifully decorated for the 'is- their lives with z.weetness.• Speak ap-
casion, while light dainties were in- proving, cheering words while their
dulgerlein by those there. !ears can hear them, and while their
•
weary and troubled hours, and open
them Iooitld rather have a plain
coffin without a 14-wer. a funeral with-
out an eulogy. than a life without the
sweetness of love and sympathy Let
as learn to anoia: our friends before
their barial. Post ntortem kindness
th•es not (herr the troubled spirit.
Flowers on the coffin cast no fra-
grance backwards over life's weary
way.— Nugust Gast.
The Kind of Change He Needed
"What you want," said the lawyer
to his client, "is a change of venue."
"1 don't know anothing aboot yen-
ut."fresponded the prisoner, looking
!wearily around his cell, "but if you
could arrange far a change of scenery
I'd say kirct aliead."
•••••moo
Club Euchre.
,I,ast night the members of die
Standard chit) enjoyed ane of their
delightful euchres A their -rooms on
Broadway between Fourth and Fifth
streets.
—
Additions to Committee.
Yesterday Mrs. Victor Voris addel
three neembere to the comni;ttee t;rtt
rill arrange ane select flit' favors for
hearts can-be Bullied and made hap-
pier by them: the kind things you
,snean to say when they are gone, say
I Were they ,go. The flowers you
mean to send for their coffins, send to
'brighten and sw!eten their homes be--
fore they leave them. If my friends
:have alabaster l oxes laid away, full
of fragrant perfumes of sympathy and
affection, which they intend to break
over my dead body, I would. rather
they •wonld bring them out in my
RIVER. NEWS
•
This aft ernon t at five o'clock the
steamer Clyde sk:p• out for the Ten-
nessee river. She reniains up that
way until next Monday night.
The Joe Fowler comes in today
from Evansville and departs immed-
iately on her return that way.
/ The John 5. Hopkins left yesterday
for Evansville trd comes back to-
-nlioroTrhisw.morning et eight o'clock the
Dick Fowler slc:ps out for Cairo and
ecitnes hack tonight.
The Dudley entree in today from
Clarksville and leaves immediately
for N 
Georgia
ashvi ashville.
The Leesleft Memphis ye:-
terday and gets here tomorrow hound
tip towards Cineirmati.
The steamer Kentucky comes out
Of the Termessee river tomorrow
night and lies until 5 o'clock Satur-
day afternnon hufore skipping away
on her return to that stream.
The Reuben Dunbar last night went
to 'cashville .to rr smite her businiss
in the tinder Ctihtherlana river trade.%,
The Jim T)iiffs- ant Quit of the Ten-
nessee river yest2rday afternoon.
The Russel! !.orti went to Cairo
yesterday with ties.
The Margeret cries to the ("timber-
land river today after tlee.
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CO PLETE iiPOINTMENT LIST!
OF METHODIST CONFERENCE
THE NEXT ANNUAL CONFERENCE WILL BE HELD AT HUM-
BOLDT, TENN.—THE SUM OF $6,000 ORDERED LEVIED FOR
THE COMING YEAR FOR SUPERANNUATED MINISTERS,
—rmc WIDOWS AND ORPHANS—THE STATISTICS SHOW
THAT OVER 66,000 METHODISTS AFFILIATE WITH THE COW-
GREGATIONS IN THIS CONFERENCE.
"The Paducalaan, attending the Meth
`int .Mentplhs conference at Ripley.
, kin., have returned. The next con-
rence will be held in Humboldt.
Wenn., during November goy.
. The reports from the conference
.,enecretary shows that there arc 66.-
4l2 Methodists in the conference, sag
ohurches, 535 Sunday schools, 38,159
Sunday school scholars, 3,945 Sunday
school teachers and officers, while
' during the past twelve months $E2,-
F6,-.7o was paid prsi.!ing elder:: as
salaries, while $1 ol1,45o.4.1 was paid
preachers as salaries.
An assessment of Mow was leviei
4..r the ensuing year, to be devoted to
Caring for superannuated ministe:s,
the- widows and orphans The com-
plete list of appointments made" dir-
in( the conference are as follows:
Memphis District—R. H. Hahon, P.
E.; Anesdale and City Mission, B. S.
IiIcLemore; Arlington and Gratitude.
It. B. Swift; 'Bartlett and Raleigh. G.
T. Peeples; Buntyn and Springdale,
IL M. Ian; Central church, W.
Thompson: Collierville station, Dav.
Leith: Embry circuit. J. A. Hassell;
First Church, Lewis Powell; German. 
townand Capleville, J. S. Renshaw;
Farris Memonal, J. C. Wilson; La-
Grange circlit, J. Mk Ilionsnil; Lenox
station. W. C. Sellars; Longstreet
and Bethlehem. J. M. Maxwell; Ma-
con circuit, T. J Simmons; Madison
Heights, E B. Ramsey; Millington
ord Bethuel. W P. Hamilton; Ws-
tippi avenue, G H. Martin; Olive Qin. T E Callosity:: student in Vander-
art, S M. Griffin; permsviyania as. but. Dow B. Beene; Big Sandy its-
flue, J. D. Calla•le. Second Church. tion. J. R. Nelson. Big Sandy circuit,
C B Baekerville; South Memphis T. J Fleeman.
nd Stevenson, John E. Meyer.; Mil- Union' City Districts—J. G. Clarke,
noon circuit. S. V,' Peeples. pro. P. E.; Bessie Miss:on, F. M. Peters;
'aux in Vanderbilt. J.
J. Newell. bus station. J. C. Thogrriorton; Cry-
J. II Stevenvin Cayce circuit. R. M. Walker; Coltim-
t•tAkBrownsville.$
.- prttling elder: Alamo circuit, T. S. Oil circuit. F.. W• : Mexedok Fulton
Stratton; Berl's station, Bi F Black- circuit. B J. Rnotell: Fulton station.
D
a
toon; Braden circuit. T. C. McKelvie; W. A. Freeman; Greenfield and
Belmont circuit. George T. Sellart: Brock*. W. W Armstrong; Hick-i-s
I' Brownsville circuit, W J. Corltoe; man and City mission. H. C Johnson
Bradford circuit, R C Whitnell. and J. I- Lucas; Kenton and Rather-
Brownsville station, W. G Hefley: , ford; T. G. Lowry: 1.ake County mis-
Daneyville circuit. D. V. Humphrey: s:on. Barton Freeman; Martin circuit
Dygr circuit, P. A. Fowler; Dyey itl. , T F Maxedon; Martin station. W. J.
ton, G. A. Klein; Humboldt cacuit‘f: ...ecov; Moscow circuit, A J. Mad-
1 A. Dungan; Humboldt station. F.. • .•unit; Ralston ;circuit. J. F Jones:S' Harris; 'Murray circuit, C. L !gidireiey and Clr -K-ket el Chapel, W.
Smith: Milan circuit. T. H. Davis; 
' F. Maxedon: Sharon circuit, A. C.Stenton and Mason. Yates Moore; I Moore; South Felton circuit, F.. H. ter do not apply to the district attor-7gentnn station. W C Waters: Treto Stewart: Tiptonvnie and Salem. r. c. 'nly's office ant that the mayor and
*4 circuit. W. 'H. Neir lWoody; 1— --e . Bell; Union Citv circuit, S. F Wynn; supervisors have no power of re-
ser/knit, W. F. Acuff; missionary to Union City station. H. R. Johnston. 1moval in regard to that office."Cuba. W. E. Sewell. 
'Water Valley circuit. C. C. Newbill: The effort of Rear and his cocon-Dyerebeeg District—G W. Wil•
agent for imperannuary endowment, spirators to seize the office of dis-arm. presiding elder; Boothspoint cm- R H, pigue.
snit. G. W. Burnett. supply; Covington Transferred L:st--A. C Bell, torstigating hin-.self and the ring of
attorney while a grand jury was
ife 
station. W D. Jenkins; Covington'
. . 
%Vest Texas C0111. rence; R. P. Will .'grafters whichoinfested the city wascircuit. E J W Peters, A SA'ajgor insIndian MissiOn conferenre; R P lone of the boldest strokes ever at-supernumerary; Cm-ye circuit, A. N. I Will to Indian Mission coliference; tempted ''y any toss.Dyersburg station. A. J.1 I When it became known that Mr
cadets; R. B. Haltom, to Texas conference:Dyersbnrg circuit. J. T. Alex
A. C. Holder. to Louisiana confer- i tangdon had been removed from of-nder; Fowlkes circuit, R. S. Hats
ence; R. S. Tinnon to Tennessee eon- fice and that Reef had been appointedson; Friendship circu t, T. P. Cas-
• Halls circuit. R. M. Vaughan:
enning circuit. J. R. Hardin Horn-
al( circuit. J. G. Jones; Mount
inn circut. R. W. Newsom; Mack
'cult. W. L. Drake; Newborn sta-
.11. 5 J. Thomas; IsTicwbern circuit.
' F Barrier; Obiors circuit, S. R
Bart; Proepect circuit A. D. Ran-
kin; Randolph circuit, L. H. Howell;
'Ripley station. Warner Moore; Ripley
circuit. C. A. Coleman; Tabernacle
circuit. J. C. Cason; Trimble circuit.
J. B. NVinsett; Troy circuit; J: W.
oyner.
Jackson District—J. H. Roberts'.
...
E.; Bolivar station, Edmond R.
gilvie; Bemis mission. U. D. Terry;
ethany circuit, J. L. Deaver; Camp-
!! circuit. J. W. Waters; Denmark
rcuit. T. J. Featherston; First
hurch, A. M. Hughlett; Henlersos
ation. 5. V. Freeman; 'Hickory Val-
y circuit. S. 11f. Page: Hays Avenue.
W. Adams; Jackson circuit. C. D.
Ward; Medan and Malesus, S. B.
tore; Medon isircuits A. C. NicCor-
le. Middle A•snue, T. F. •S-aunders:
(dine circuit. C. J. Carman; ?slid-
leton ciocuit, W. T. Elmore; PInson
ircuit, R. E. Humphrey: Saulsbury
-end Grand Junction, j, G. Williams;
Somersville station. W. A. Russell;
Ilifitifteville and Mercer, It L. Neiman;
s. 
-7previident of M. C. F. I., Dr. A. B.
oeses; Whiteville circuit, G. T. Pet-
tigrew. . •
Lexington Di Orict—p. W. Hoo
.p. Es. Adarnosille circuit, W. H. Col-
s: Bath Sw-ings eircuit. W. A.!
like: Bethel and Selmer, J. T. Bag-
: Bethel circuit. 0. H. .Hardin
Camden station, J. W. Wardlaw.
'Camden circuit, F. M. Mathie; Deca-
Alleged favoritism of the general landrellfe Iircuit, A. IT. .Dulatneye Hunt- ylaffice gad Commissioner Richards to-ngdon and Mt. Zion S. stI. Slade-
. ',yell; Hollow Rock circnit. •R. D.levorel the Union Pacific Railroad. Sev-
. ‘r.i eral months ago crime' charge; were(Anson; Lexington „station. s•• As.
Miffin circuit, W. T. Tuten:
1141tillo Oakland, T. E. Foust:
di; circuit. T. B. New; Selmer. cir-
W. 7'. Holly; Shiloh circuits W.
Dunn; Scotts- Hill circuit, J. J.
nard: Wildersville circuit, P.'. W.
sent
radneah District—J. W. Blacker&
Briensburo circuit, J. Rickets,
Broads...ass Paducaht W. T. Bolling;
city mission, W. J. Naylor; Clinton
circuit, J. A. Moody; Clinton station,
T. D. Haniihon; Formingtoti circuit,
T. M. McNutt; Lacenter circuit, W.
A. Watts;.E.ovelaceville circuit, W. A.
Cooke; Mayfield, circuit, T. P. Ram-
sey; MaYAeld station, C. A. Water.
field; Milburn circuit, T. A. Tucker;
Oak Level circuit, William Holland;
supply, Rediand circuit, T. J. Owen;
Sedalis circuit. E. S. Wright; Spring
Hill circuit, S. L. Jewell; Third Street,
P. It Fields; Trimble Street. G. W.
Ranks; Wing° c;rcuit, J. R. Womble;
Woodville circuit, R. E. Brasfield.
Paris District—Ii. W Brooks, P,
K.; Atwood circuit, T. N. Wilkes;
Benton and Hardin, U. S. McCaslin;
Cottage Grove circuit. E. B. Graham:
Dresden station, J. W. Trion; Gleason
and Liberty, R. P. Duckworth; Hazel
circuit, W. P. rrichard; Henry cir-
cuit, R. W. Thompson; Kisksey cir-
cuit, J. S..Carl: Manleyville circuit, H.
T. McKaney; McKenzie station, J. M.
Jenkins; .MIcKenzie .circuit, ..C.
Rudd; Milan station M1 F. Leahe;
Murray circuit, Cleanth Brooks; Mur-
ray north circuit, J.. H'. Estes. Jr ;
Murray west circuit. W. E. Hum-
phrey; New Providence circuit, T. P.
Ridlick. Olive and Maple Spring, N.
W. Lee; Paris station. G. T Sullivan;
Paris. east circuit. S C. Nunley: Paris
west circuit, A F. Stem; Puryear cir.
Terence. H. Stephens, to Baltimore
conference
PLENTY OF SNOW IN
THE SOUTH IF YOU 00 They stormed the court house wher
DOWN FAR ENOUGH the grand •jury was in session was on
of the most remarkable in the city' -
history.feoras and New Mexico Swept by
Storm Which Kills Sheep Renf went before the court wheo-
and Causes Hardship. Ithe jury was sitting and attempted d
El Paso, -.Texas., Nov. o.—Snow ,don. While the controversy was on _
has been falling steadily since Onside a mob oi soon persons outside to appear as witnesses this
'4ere Myrtle Carl, "Colonel"o'clock last night. It Us very cold and .shouted disapproval of the attemptgovern. 51}' Harry Cchen and Frank J.a5 the storm is general, there is no 'to take possession of the
MEV
U. 6. MUTT Co.
INCORPORATED.
312 BROADWAV
MEN'S AND BOY'S
Clothing, Furuishings
and Shoes
.0/
Our Initial Bow to the Public
E 'ARE PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE THAT DURING THE
COMING WEEK WE WILL OPEN TO THE PUBLIC A
'MODERN SHOP FOR CLOTHING, FURNISHINGS AND
SHOES FOR MEN AND BOYS IN WHICH WE HAVE EM-
 
 BODIED ALL THE NEW IDEAS OF UP TO DATE MER
CHANDISE MODERATELY PRICED.
WE HAVE SPARED NO PAINS OR EXPENSE TO MAKE OUR
PLACE iskl IDEAL SHOP FOR MEN'S AND BOYS' FURNISHINGS,
HAVING OUR ENTIRE LINE OF CLOTHING ENCASED IN THE
NEW BRODELLA CABINET, THUS KEEPING THEM FRF,,E
PROM DIRT AND DUST AND READY FOR INSTANT WEAR.
WE HAVE IN OUR EMPLOY MR. R. (BERT) GILBERT, WHO
IS WELL KNOWN TO THE PADUCAH TRADEt AND HE EX-
TENDS A HEARTY WELCOME TO ALL HIS FRIENDS AND PAT-
RONS.
•
LT:
U. 6. MEI CO.
INCORPORATED.
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY
donbt that heavy damage to live stock
and_ sheep in Western Texas and New
Mexico will result. It is one of the
most severe storms in the history of
El Paso. Telephone and telegraph ser-
vic is badly crippled. The street can
Sr. ninning with difficulty and trains
be; in the lower portion of the city.
With the exception o ftwo light frosts
tte weather has been warm in this
city up to the. present time and the
en'd, therefore, is felt the more.
Burke. e latter two are said toment.
have been secretary and attorney, re-The court. tic tring the heated tem-
spectively, for ;he resort.per of the pbpnlace, wisely did not
In connection with his investiga-give a _decision as to whether the in- 
Distriet Attorney Henry said:quiry should prnceed, but postponed
"What we have ajseady done is only aaction until later, when Reuf was
starter. We eirct that there will beruled out.
are late. • other indictthents before we finish., Before the scene in court. however,
All that now ask is fair juries to tryThiosnou -s drifting badly. Reed- rtielge Seavrell granted the injunction,
dents,Nho are unaccustomed to veld vhich was made permanent. restrain- the ca-Res•"
weather, euffer severely in going even ing Reuf from taking office.
a few blocks in the storm. ohich is It was the same grand jury which
almost blinding. There is great hull- the by before indicted Schmitz and
ship felt ation4 pour Mexicantsiatui- Reid that Reuf attempted to dissolve.
The inquiry into charges against
Schmitz and Reuf was resumed by
the hod).
It ;s understood 'hat the grand jur-
ors gave their attention to the charge
CHARGES UNION PACIFIC 
that extortion nes practiced, on an
GRAFTS GOVERNMENT LAND 
bOe'fForaerreallesfitr ceet resort that flourished
nver Lawyer Causes Secretary of 
Among those who were subpoenaed
the Interior to Investigate.
tary of the Interior Hitchcock is look- 'Now
Washington. D. C., Nov. 20.—SeCre
ing into some matters involving the
A. L.; filed by Aftemal J. Smith. a Denvertickens; Lexington Circuit. lan•yer. involvini; the land office un-
der the Richard ir regime. Smitti al-
leges that he odimitted to Richardi•
bureau ample proof that the Union
Pacific was getting its immense areas
'of coal lands by fraud, and demanded
action on the pi:Ater, that this was
dove before the and; had gone- to
/patent, arid that the patents were
E.. Arlington circuit. 5. T. Hunter:
ceived, and then a letter was writ-
rdwell oirenit. W. D. Pickene; liar -
w G.. W. Evan.: en to him wing that hie protest was phones:' Ok 960, New 245.too Jate.
Now is the tune to get a bottle 91
Dr. Dwight's
Lilyderma Cream
Prevents and cures chapped rough
skin. Makes the skio soft, smooth
and white. Removes at! blemishes
caused by the cold winds.
Delightful to use after shaving.
For sale only at
•
BACON'S
DRUG STORE.
Phones 237. 7th and Jackson Sta.
REUF ROUTED
BY DECISION
, Tc1.1111. si4Pr=
SAN FRANCISCO COURT PERM-
ANENTLY BLOCKS ATTEMPT
TO SEIZE OFFICE.:
Strenuos Fight Is On for Good
Government—Reuf Tried to Oust
District Attorney.
San Francisco, Nov. ao.—The fight
for an honest government in San
Francisco scored a Urns; victory when
Judge Seawell put an end to "Boss"
Abraham Rears attempt to seize the
41istrict attornevehip of the county
The court ruic.i that the ousting of
the president district attorney, WI H.
Langdon, by Acting Mayor Gataif
gher and the boarn of supervisors was
illegal; that the appointment Reuf
to the office by the sant: authorities
was illegal and that the pohtical boss
of San Francisco and backer of Mayor
Schmitz, who has been indicted for
alleged graftino, had go right to the
district attorneeship.
'The court dil not give a written
opinion, but m—ely said, in ruing on
the matter. "I km clearly of the opin-
ion that the conditions of this charac-
in his place! consternation spoead
among the honest citizens of San
Francisco They arose as one man
and the scene that followed when
is the time for
MONEY NOTItE.
110 you want to borrow or loan
money on first real estate mortgages—
Titles examined—E. H. PURYEAR
Attorney. 5,23 r-2 Broadway.
Maybe It Helped Him.
(Milwaukee Sentinel
Even that famous kiss seems
have failed to prevent the re-election
of governor Hoch. of Kansas
England Gallicized.
It is curious 'tow, since the "entente
cordiale" set in with severity, France
and England have been exchanging
national qualities. The English Sun-
;day has crossed the Channel?' the
'
craze for light French wines. such as
clarets, make further progress in this
country every month; and while the
bishop of Castlensudery is protesting
against an undraped statue in his dio-
cese, we in London have two music
halls crowded nightly by the exhibi-
tion of shapely women clad in noth-
ing but white e.aint and classical at-
mosphere—London Opinion.
He Is Apt to Get Himself Disliked.,
Secretary Bonaparte waelt• the po-
litical boss eteroed by popular vote,
The political boot has not been con-'
stilted yet.
Mr. Louis Henneberger, the hard-
ware man, has returned from spend-
ing several days with his wife and
baby who are visiting in Mt. Vernon.
Ti!
MEMORY IS MONEY
To Taxpayers:
You &re hereby respectfully notifie I
that the last half of your City Tax
Bill is now due.
This friendly reminder is to guard
you against forgetfulness, and
ssve you a Ten Per Cent penalty.
You are cordially invited to the
city treasurer's office at your earliesr
ccnvenience, that you may avoid the
Iceowd and delay of the last days.
Yours very truly,
JOHN J. DORIAN',
City Treasurer.
Mr;. Jame,: Jenkins, Mrs. • Minn •
Dismukes and von Paul, have re
f7orn Tael:sou. Tenn.
Istop proceeding; and oust Mr. Lang- I imam 
afternoon
Martin
to
you to fill youi ("al ho-ise.
BS Kentucky ana "Ilinois
Lump 12c; Nut 1 I c
Coal
Also dealer ir LIME anc CEMENT_ Agent 1-m Whitehall and
AgatiteMemetit. "KING:OF CEMENT."
"C17.7"ese•""...-
• 11 M Cunningham,
_7 4 • Thi-leenth andM da ins`triftet
•
411.1.
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II1E OMNI Of SIDMAN' FISH
•
Where the
Skin Chaps
We rcommend the use of
Henry's Aseptic Cream as a
never-disappointing healing and
softening . application . for
chapped or cracked skin or lips.
Is a one night cure for
chapped lips and skin rough-
ness; Heals, softens smoothes,
beautifies. Delightly perfumed.
Not the least bit sticky or
greasy. Rubs right into the
stein.
J. H. Oehlschlaeger
DRUGGIST
SXTH AND BROADWAY
WE USE
The KING OF ALL
BOSOM IRONERS
WHY?
Firm.
Because it irons sinothly, not
rough.
Second.
The button holes, or stud
holes match
Third.
Negligee shirts with buttons
are ironed perfectly and with-
out injury.
Fourth.
It irons either stiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
"hump- so often seen is miss
ing.
No other like it in West Ken
tucky. Satisfy yourself by
sending us your laundry.
Star Laundry
't'hone 200.
-•••••._ .1
NOTICE
Hitkest Prices Paid for Second-Heed
STOVES AND FURNITURE
Buy anything and sell everything.
c I 8-320 Court SU: et . Uin Phone
'16A.
Clem Fransiola
MOVING WAGON IN CONNEC-
TION.
OLIVER. OLIVER & ll'GREGOR
LAWYER.S
,FFICES: Benton, Ky., rear banl
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
New 'Phase ;TA. Old 'Phone 44
I NOW IS THE TIME
THIS IS IHE PLACE
PADUCAH CENTRAL
INCoRPORATED
306 B'way. Day and Night
Free Catalogue School
20 nftROUND TRIP From1UU LOUISVILLE To
Tampa, Punta Gorda, St.
Petersburgh, Orlando
\ND MANY OTHER POINTS IN
FORIDA.
VIA
SOUTHERN RAILWAY
AND
Quef-.1 8t Crescent -bate
November 20th.
Also Low Homeseekers Rates on
November 6th and 20th to points in
Tennessee. North Carolina, South
Carolina, Mississippi, Alabama,
Georgeia, Florida, Texas, Nebraska
and Colorado.
Tickets first class allowing liberal
stop-overs in each direction and good
returning within thirty days.
For illustrated literature and com-
plete information call on or address.
A. R. COOK, City Passenger and
Ticket Agent, 234 Fourth Street,
Louisville, Ky.
C. H. Hungerford, District Passen-
ger Agent, au Fourth street,
Louisville, Ky.
.T. G. BEAM. Jr.. Assistant General
Qt Louie. Mn.
Sable:the 0: the Regime,
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Re
FLOURIOY & REED
LAWYERS.
Booms to, ta, Coluniuia Bldg.
PAL tJCAH, TY.
C. MANN11.6 SEARS, M.O.
Office 1707 Meyers St.
Telep'ves 377.
Lisa was an error. Mr. Harriman may
be right. At any rate, the boldness
of the move he has made is not to be
questioned. He acquires the Illinois
Central control upon the day when
the people of the state are inquiring
what is the meaning, of the trenuessir
dous vote for Mr. Hearst, just as the
piterborough merger followed closely
upon the election in which Mx. Hearst
so nearly won the mayoralty last year.
_ a sequel to the Mutual Life insurance.. If Mr. Harriman intended to chal
scandal. Their reasons as published ilenge the new forces in our politics,
Tli Ri 
are that Mr. Fish, in June last, with- 'the occasion was well chosen."
(tut consultation of the board of di -
•
9 7 D. rectors, issued a circular to the Illi- I+ + + + + +++ 4. 4. + 4, 4, 4, +s .vers M
nois Central stockholders requestiag
proxies for the next annual election
in his own name: that he failed to.car-
ry out an agreement made with Mr
Harriman and Mr. Charles A. Pea-
body regarding the selection of a new
director; and that in a written Act-_
ment, read at the annual meeting and
afterward published, he impugned the
motives of a majority of his fellow.
directors, and arrogated to himself
alone "the duty and function resting'
upon the entire board of protecting'
the stockholders and serving the inter-
- 
ests of the public." The newspapers
do not regard this indictment as like-
ly to arouse much indignation against
him among the Illinois Central stock-
holders, and they are practically unan
imous in detecting two motives behind
Mr. Harriman's move. In the first
place, they say, control of the Illi-
nois Central would be useful to his
Union Pacific combination, and in the
second place the stroke serves to pun-
ish Fish for his attitude as chairman
of the Mutual Life trustees' investi-
gating committee last spring, when he
manifested an embarrassing desire to
push the investigation to a finish It
is pointed out that of the thirteen
directors of the Illinois Central three
are truetee, ,,f tit- Mutual Life. Of
these three Mr Auchincloss made the
motion that ousted Mr. Fish; Mr
Charles A. Peabody, president of the
insurance company, seconded it; and The late Chia 
Meminger of the
the third, Mr. Cornelius Vanderbilt
 
 supported the motion by his vote. Be-
yond calling attention to these points
newspaper comment is divided be-
tween Mr. Harriman's ambition and
Mr. Fish's record. "Mr. Harriman
has again hoisted the black flag of
political high finance" remarks the
Richmond while the
Wall Street Journal thinks it timely
to -remind him. that the Colossus of
Rhodes was destroyed by an earth-
quake. To quote further from the
latter paper:
"Mr. Harriman is beyond all doubt
one of the most able and versatile
railroad men in the world. lus ge-
nius in railroading seems to be well-
nigh universal. He has the creative
faculty. Alike in practical operation.
firancial direction, and specnlative
management. Mr Harriman has fair-
ly earned a place among the six or
seven great men who control the rail-
roads of the United States.
"But has his ambition a wider
sweep than this? Does he seek to he
first among these seven; or even
more, does he look forward to a time
OFFICE Ix NORTH FIFTH
TELE :110NES:
Ritsideree ara6 Office agr
ALBEN V.. IRBLEY
Amon at Law.
Room No. 5,
Columbia Bldg.
Paducah
Kentucky.
J. K. HENDRICK, J. G. MILuia.
MARBL.E.
Hendrick, Mille
Marble
Practice ia do the courts of the
state. Both phones 31.
Roams i, awl 3 Register Bad&
tag, 523 1-2 Broadway.
DR. R. E. HARR
B ROOK H li..L BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO. 444.
+
• STORIES ABOUT ANIMALS +
• + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
The devotion of
dog was pathetic.
•gone out in a boat
turtud and had been
cuing party arrived
too late and took
a Newfoundland
His master had
which had over-
drowned. A tea-
on the scene just
the body to the
whir side of the lake, a mile away.
The dog arrived at the edge of the
water just in time to see the body or
his master liftel out. Plunging. in,
he swam across the lake The poor
animal licked the hands and face and
when he saw that his caresses were in
vain he seated himself at his master's
feet and refused to move. He fol-
lowed the hearse to the burying
ground and seated himself discon-
solately at the i:cle of the grave un-
til the service was over. Then every
day he made a try to the little ceme-
tery and lay with his head between
his paws beside the grave.
A few weeks went by and the dog
began to pine. He refused to eat 4ris
food and his visas to the grave be-
came more frequent. And then one
night uhen the wind was howling he
started out alone. A few days later
they found his body on the shore and
buried him beside his master.
DR.. HOYER,
Room A09 Fraternity Building.
Office 'phase Old 331 R. Residence
'phone old 464.
9. T LIGHT/00T,
Willeractic •
LAWYER
in all courts at Ke
tuck".
_nr
Dr. B. T,Hall
Office with DT. Rivers & Rivers. ail
North Fifth. Both Phones 355.
Residesoe 1041 ttay, tug nous Aga
DR. W. C. BUBANKS.
(Homeopathist.)
Office yo6 Broadway—Mole In
Residence, 1119 Broadway. '
Eimer tin
Paducah Steam
Dye Works
We have enlarged our business and
are prepared to turn out more and
better grade work. Cleaning, Dying
and Repairing.
K. C. Rose, Prop.
329 South Third St.
Excursion Rates on
The Rive'
Round trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, continous passage Soo:
Unlimited ticket hoe meals and
berth included.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party
of five or over ilt.so each, without
meals; *Lao with mink.
Good music on all the boats. For
urtber particulars see
S. A. FOWLER, Gen. Pass. Arad
or GIVEN POWLBIR, City 4Ikais
Arent. Plume us.
Free Dirt
Parties wanting earth may hove
lame by hauling it away.
THOS. BRrDnits SON.
'-^ i`ractors.
(Literary Dige•t.)
In spite of the ostensible reasons
advanced by Mr. E. H. Harriman and
the seven Illinois Central directors
who Noted with him to depose Mr.
Stuyvesant Fish from, the presidency
,which he has held in trust for nearly
twenty/years, those gentlemen the
press generally assert, will find it ex-
tremely difficult to convince the av-
erage citizen that their action is not
jobbing."
The New York American states
hat the Illinois Central added to Har-
riman's other holdings would give him
control of 23,000 miles of railway, cap-
italized at more than $r,700,000,000.
Says the New York Times:
"If the people approve this ten-
dency to bring railroad control more
and more into few hands. then Mr.
Harriman must be set dwn as a ge-
nius, a marirel of foresight and of ca-
pacity to read the public thought and
desire. The impression had become
quite prevalent that the people did
not look with favor upon these great
consolidations, and that if that polirv
were persisted in they might be mind-
ed tn Hen to 'Mr Rrvar'• remedy of
government ownersbfp. 'Brit pertly,
way manager, the case/ might easily
Jiave stood otherwise; but, like J. J.
Hill of the Great Northern, and A J.
Miiilwaukiee fire department told of
the devotion of a horse he once had.
It was at one of the large fires in the
south side of the city. The chief was
among the first to arrive He hitched
his horse to a telegraph pole and then
ran to a large open doorway from
which dense smoke was pouring He
plunged into the smoke and ran down
a wide corridor and half way up a
stairway to filet where the heart of
the fire. At the Etat landing he met
the flames, which owned him back,
Groping his way, he came to.the foot
of the stairs, whete he was surprised
to find a horse and buggy. It proved
to he his own horse, which had brok-
en loose and followed its master down
the alley. through the door' and then
down the corridc-.
Old Charlie, a bay horse %%filch
draws the junk wagon of a New Jer-
sey man, showed wonderful intelli-
gence when he saved the life of his
master's daughter
The little girl, who was • years old.
was playing on the bank of a canal
which runs through the field in the
when his personality should complete-
rear of her father's place when she
ly dominate the railroads of the Unit-
ed States. East and West, North and
South, from the Atlantic to the Pa-
cific. and from the Lakes to the
Gulf' Tf Mr. Harriman aspires to be-
come the railroad colossus, let him
remember onie eupretne, impressive
fact, which is that the people of the
United States, much as they admire
superior leadership, are not over-f2pd
of a colossus."
The Cleveland Plain Dealer thinks
that Harriman's control of the Illi-
nois Cehtral will strengthen a hand
already too strong, and inn/me a pub-
We sentiment .which is "becoming al-
moat as menacing to legitimate busi-
ness as it k to financial buccaneer-
ing." The same paper states the case
concisely for Mr. Fish:
tumbred into the water. Old Charlie
was in the field. He saw his little
mistress disappea: and started on a
gallop for the edge of the cgnal
When he reached the bank he saw
the little girl go down. Without a
moment's hesitation the faithful ani-
mal plunged into, the water and when
the child came to the surface seised
her skirts in his teeth and climbed the
bank in safety.
An instance of animal devotion was
where the lives of a man, his wife and
daughter were saved by a canary. The
pet belonged to the daughter, and at
night when the windows were closed
a was allowed to fly about the house
at will. Abriet midnight the father
was. awakened by the loud 'chirping
of the bird He started up to find
"Details may be none too clear. but the house filled with coal gag. Rush-
the public significance of the affair ineto t•!•0 roori, of his daughter he
is all too plain. President Fish of ,and found her gasping for breath and the
fended the 'frenzied financiers' 1:ttle sentinel of the household perch-
has been made to stiffer for defending.
, ed upon the bosom of its mistress,
in the insurance case, the rights Qt w ihence t had given the alarm. It
the policy holders and, in the rail- died soon afteroard.
way case. the rights of the stock-
holders a* the integrity of their 
"If you blind a bat," said a biolo-
property. • Had he been a stock ma- gist, "the creature somehow will see.
nipulator and only incidentally a rail- If you doubt this, consult Levy.
"Levy, the great authority, once
removed the eyes of several bats and
covered the vacsrt sockets with heath-
Cassatt Of the Pennsylvani•t, he has
been one of the few remaining con- 
cot. patches. In this condition the bats
Cw about the loom, avoiding the
struetive heads of the great railway walls and corners, and when a door
systems and has confined himself to was opened thee flew out of it with-
railway operation and not to stock- out touching the jamb or frame.
*Afiserward in flying through a
sewer that made a right angle the bats
turned at the proper point without
brushing the walk and they flew
through threads suspended from the
ceiling without touching them, al-
though between the threads there
was only an interval sufficient for
their passage with spread pinions.
"Bats, living,in the dark, have found
heir eyes almost useless -and have
leveloped a sixth sen.e that takes the
'lace of eyesight.'
No Hope of Escape.
"How did that confirmed bachelor
-
CGMe to metre'
"Oh. he crossed the path of a wid-
•- ' tie lAcwl i.:—NrentPncye."
"Savint Money
Rs a Habit"
It's a Habit That Grows, and the More It Grows
The Easier It Gets
And:All the ting„Digt.4 per Cent. Keeps Piling Up
111111M0
Sart Today to Save a Little
$1 Will Sart You 
Mechanic's and Farmers'
Savings Bank,
227 Bro I r
easovalmsamommumemammiasumsaa r
THE OLD'S? CONTINUOUS H ONES?
PAWNBROKER
DOING BUSINESS IN THE CITY. MONEY LOANED ON
ALL VALUABLES.
I. COHEN
zo6 SOITT H SECOND. •
_11111 MI I C._
4.1. • IND
Mattil, Efinger, orb Co.
v'
Undertakers and Embalmers.
130 S. THIRD STREET; PADUCAH:7n
I DOW
NE...
The Modern Window Decoration
WHILE EQUAL IN DESIGN AND BEAUTY TO
THE FINEST AT T GLASS MADE.
IT CAN BE Ai PLIED TO ANY WINDOW OR
TRANSOM, IT EXCLUDES OUTSIDE VIEW AND
ADMITS THE L GHT IN THE MOST PLEASING
AND AGREZABI E HUES
IT IS APPROPRIATE IN DINING ROOMS, BATH
ROOMS AND FRONT DOORS. IT IS ONE OF THE
MOST BEAUTIFUL DECORATIONS OP THE DAY
FOR ALL KINDS OF DECORATIONS
C. C. Lee. 315 Swat
WINCHIAITIA
Shoot Strong and Evenly
Are Sure Fire,
Will Stand Reloading.
 
—41111
J. W. HUGHES
r T INIMMIMIIIMEM•• 
• •-••  • =re 
4
GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity Building
OFF7cE TTIONE ;14-1 EilLIDIMCE Pi:: -77 As26
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6`.
ucah Transfer Company KENTUCKY IN LINE
(Incor poratcd ) FOR JAMESTOWN
rGENER AL CARTA_QEZBUSINESS:
SUPERIOR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING FlEiGHT.MACHIN• BRIEF TIME MAKES HARD
ERY AND HOUSEHOLD GOODS. 
WORK NECESSARY FOR
DISPLAY.
OFFICE SECOND AND MO, POE. BOTH PHONES.
P. D. FITZPATRICK. SUPT
We exercise the greatest
care in selecting our eut glass
Consequently our display is of the
highest standard. • We aim to combine
perfection in color; brilliant finish; artis-
tic and exclusive designs.
Our present stock cannot be excelled.
tWedding and Holiday Gifts
&Wolff 111) Jeweler 
The Fever ,
Season
Has few tenors for tin resident whose Mom is mpdpipal wait
Modern Sanitary
• Plumbing
Get estimates on Plumbing and Steam or Hot Water Hung front'
Ed D.Hannan
THE PROMPT PLUMBER.
Eseettrarn Avenue. sp Staab I ourth Street. Both names sot
Caron Directory Company
, Of Louisville, Kentuck)
Branch Office in Paducah a The
REGISTER OFFICE
POT the Coavenienee of our patrons and the citizens of Paducah, wti
have placed copies of the directories of the dein named below In the mom
tog Register office at p3 Broadwa y, where the public is invhed So ad
when desiring the address of any r esident of the cities named.
HE SIXTY CITIES CONTAIN
OVER 13,000,000 INHABITANTS
ONE'41IXTH OF THE POPULATION OF THE UNITED
STATES.
•
List offDirectories on File
ALLEibttENY CITY, PA. MANITOU, COLO.
ATI ANT& OA. MEMPHIS. TENN.
SALTING,* MD.
BOSTON, MASS.
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
BRONX, N. Y.
DROOELYN, N. Y.
ALO, N. Y.
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.
CINCINNATI, O.
GRICAGO, ILL.
CLIIIVIMAND, 0.
COLUMBUS. 0.
COLORADO CITY, COLO.
COLORADO SPRINGS, COLO.
COVINGTON, ICY.
DAYTON, O.
DENVER, COLO.
DETROIT, MICH.
11141TEICT OF COLUMEIA
'DULUTH, MINN.
FAIRFIELD, CONN.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
JEFFERSONVILLE, IND.
KANSAS CITY, RAE -
KNOXVILLE, IIINN.
LOS ANGELES, CAL.
LOUISVILLE, KY.
MANHATTAN, N. Y.
MANCHESTER, YA.
COPIES OF PADUCAH
MILWAUKEE, WIS.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
NASHVILLE, TENN.
NAUGATUCK, CON/I.
NEWARK, N. J.
NEW ALBANY, IND.
NEW HAVEN, CONK
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
NEWPORT. ICY. •
NEW YORK CITY.
NORWICH, CONN.
PADUCAH, KY.
PHILADELPHIA. PA.
RICHMOND, IND.
RICHMOND, VA.,
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAIL
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
ST. PAUL, MINN.
ST. LOUIS, MO.
SOUTHPORT, CONN.
SPRING/PIRLD, 0.
STRATFORD, CONN.
SUPERIOR CITY, MINN.
TOLEDO, 0.
UTICA, N. Y.
WATERBURY, CONN.
YONKERS, N. Y.
-1
DIRECTORY FOR 190647 ON
SALE:
PRICE $4.00
ARON • DIRECTORY
Subscriptions Should Be Made Early
to Enable Immediate
Operations.
Louisville, Ky., Nov. 20.—With but
little over five months in which to
accomplish its task of. bringing about
a proper representation of the state
at the Jamestown exposition, the
Kentucky commission is now bznding
every energy to the work. From the
commission headquarters, which have
been established in the Conxneercial
building, the prosecution of the can-
vass for funds :co the building and
exhibits is taking place. The com-
mission wishes to raise not less than
$.40,000, this sum to be expended in
the erection of a state building and
the the collection and installation of
exhibits that will represent Kentucky's
resources and the products of her fac-
tories, mines and mills.
The Jamestown exhibition promises
to be the most pieturesqu.e interna-
tional fair ever held. From the stand-
point of attendance, it is almost cer-
tain to far ecli;)%e any other expedi-
tion ever held on American soil when
the amount of money expended and
the size of the fair are taken into con-
sideration. Within twelve hours' ride
of Hampton Roads in which it is lo-
icated, dwell 21,0oe,0oo persons. Nearly
o,000,000 people hve within a twenty,
four-hours' ride of the exposition sit:.
Tha whole region around Jamestown
is one of important sseaside 'resorts.
and without the tidclEd attraction of
the expot4ion hundreds of thousands
cersoni travel from the West to
heat places every summer.
Itrawink from the populous Eastern
aection of the country and from for-
eign nations, the exposition will be a
fitting place. to the commissioners
decilarc, for Kentucky to display be-
Yore the most interested audience the
*sircrefucts of her factor'- ;cid soil.
From a commercial standpoint the ar-
gument is freefutntly gitren that this
will be one of the rarest opportunities
for the business interests of the state
to reach outsiders. In a sentimental
way Kentucky will, of course, want
representation being the most prom-
ising child of ‘'irginia.
Subicription books have been
opened at the Kentucky commission
headquarters an: the canvass is being
prosecuted with vigor. Every see.
iron of the it will be invited to
contribute. and :Lc canvass' will cov-
er all forms of business. as well as
professional and educational classes
throughout the entire state. Tt is
necessary that the subscriptions pour
in at a rapid rate in order that the
commission may have all notch time as
pniiible to devote to the erection of a
state building and the collection of
exhibit. Kentucky's building win be
3-feplica of the Fort of Eno, neshorok-".
OHIO BOY OF FIFTEEN
WEIGHS 448 POUNDS
Snnonertield, 0. Nov. 30.—Carl
Shacklee% ..f titi4 place claims to bel
the biggest boy in the United States
He is 15 years old, six feet two inches
tall, and weighs 48S pounds. The av-
erage boy of 15 weighs about too
NO NEW BRIDGE
UNTIL SPRING
IMPOSSIBLE TO DO ANYTIJING
IN THIS LINE THE PRES-
ENT WINTER.
Gradually City Engineer Washington
Will Get Plans From Bridge
Building Concerns.
Nothing whatever will be attempted
until next spring, as regards construct
lug a new iron bridge across Island
Creek at Fourth street on account of
the winter being so far advanced. City
EngineA• Washingtop yesterday said
it was impracticable to even think of
dsine anything this winter, and That
the board of works and public im-
provement committee had acquiesced
in his recommendation that things in
this particular be postponed until next
ssring.
The engineer has received from two
outside bridge building firms draw-
ings showing what character of struc-
ture these firms believe would be best
across the creek. The engineer will
this winter get plans from Otter con-
structive concerns and then pick out
from the lot, the one he thinks %vill
best answer the purpose. He believes
it will cost between $22,000 and $25,-
000 to put up the right kind of bridge
his idea being for one with passage-
Ways on either side for pedestrains,
then a driveway on both sides of the
center for vehicles and animals. An
iron bridge will last about twenty
years or longer.
Xnother reason the bridge cannot
be built this year is because the re-
publican legislative boards in their
eagerness to try to make an impres-
sion on the public by cutting down
tlic tax rate the first of this year,
made it so low that a bridge could
not be put up. and besides much other
needed public improvements are suf-
fering ereatly. .Several of the offi
cials state there is not enough motley
to hardly do anything uith.
The idea is that uhen the new
bridge is placed across the creek at
Fourth, that the old structure now
there be put across Cross creek at
the end of Broad street.
SEES NEW WAR BY CUPANS
Liberal Leader Declares "Amesicans
Weigh on Country Like a
Curse."
Hat ana.. Nov. 20.—In spite of the
fact that Governor Magoon has re-
ceived reports from the military corn'
r,anders in twenty-one towns that ab-
solute tranqinlity reigns throughout
the .entire island, there is a general
spirit of unrest abroad, due to the un-
certainty regarding the future tours.
of the United States
The libarals are becoming more fee
Itive day ; day under the indefinite
coutinuanc of the government of :n-
tervention.'the liberal leaders -ire
clamoring that the moderates be oust-
td from office and replaced by lib-
trals and they are endeavoring to
bring pressure to bear to secure the
promise that elections will he held
At the earliest possible moment.
General Doynaz Del Castillo, the
leader of the anti-American senti-
ment. addressed a liberal meeting to-
night and made uste of the phrase
"The Americans weigh on the wel-
fare of the republic like a curse." He
predicted that if the government of
intervention continued for long the
•-• prtrints Cuba wouldpounds. Carl s bast measure s m of again takeinches, and his waist rtleaStIre IS 72
up arms 'in the defense of theirinches. "It is ;ust 26 inches about in-
n'', thigh." sail the boy, "and 24 
dependence
inches about the calf of my leg. I
wear a No. to shoe and a No. 7 7-8
hat. I have never attended school a
day. but have a teacher who comes to
the house Even if I am heavy I am
active, and can (ifjo)' myself as well
as any of the ot4er boys. I can 'walk
half a mile or more without difficulty.
The ordinary chair is too small and
weak to hold me Up. and an I had a
special rocker' made.'
JUSTICE IS SENT TO PRISON
Admits Conspiracy to Defraud County
, Through Forgery.
•••••••m••••
WilCesbarre, ,Pa. Nov. .ao.—Am-
brose Reese, jiNtice of the peace of
Parsons borough and for twenty-five
years prominent in politics and met:-
et:mile affairs pleaded guilty in forg-
ery and conspiracy today ;n the er'im-
ieal court before Juila. IlsIsey and
was sentenced to four yea:e ivipris-
onment in the penitentiary. Reese, it
was charged, with a uumb.i.-4 of other
men, issued fraudulent judgments
against the townships of Plains and
Marcy, upon which they hoped to tea-,
lire thousands of dollars. ,
Same as 'Spelling.
COVIPANY When T was in Pngland, before the "entente Cordiale," discussed the
Register Office, 523 Broadway .metric system %kith an Englishman.
bscribe For The
• •"t•
1st
.t•
ROMANCE OF GENERAL
MORGAN'S RAID
,
" —
Hauodsburg, Ky., Nov 20.—The
neath of Mrs. Scotia Inskeep Cheso-
with, the wealthiest woman in Fay-
ette county. at Lexington: recalls a ro-
mantic incident of the Civil War. Al-
thougl‘ a native of the Western Re-
serve of Ohio. she was here on a
visit at the time General John H. Mor
gan made his famous raid into Ken-
tucky. When the raiders rode down
Main street, this city, with General
Morgan. Colonel W. C. P. Brecken-
r:dge, Colonel J. Q. Chenoweth aril
Captaid Gabe Alexander at the head,
they were welcomed by many sympa-
thizers. among them a bevy of beau
tiful girls, including Miss Inskeep.
Nebo in their name presented a
"Bonnie Blue Flag- to the solitiers.
Miss Iiis'ioiep made the .,..di of pre-
sentationi Colonel Breckenridge de-
livered thk speech of acceptance. This
banner was carried by Morgan's men
on their famous raid through IncUana
and Ohio.* On learning of the flag
presentation, the cittzens of Xenia,
Ohio, where Miss Inskeep bad lived,
held an indignation meeting. A few
months after the close of the war
Miss lnskeep married Colonel Cheno-
v:eth. They separated in a very
short time. and Colonel Chenoweth
to Texas, became a state sen-
The English system of weights and ,ator.
..vent
measures, he admitted. was complex.: 
a circuit judge, and later was
one o cur-
but he said it was precisely because 
f the comptrollers of the 
rent under President Cleveland. He
of its innumerable difficulties that it i: at present superintendent of the
conaltituted a m usarvelo . instrument Texas Confederate Home. Mrs. Cheno iC for. making stiopli. the yonng brains weth lived a simple life after the sep- 1which filled The 7.nglish schoons—M, aration. Of her great wealth she gave Advertise in the Register and get results, :Grimm, in Le jrnrnal Parie. freely in.the cause r•f charity.
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE
cowitEcTED MAY 30, 1906.
SOUTH BOUND No. tot No. to3 No. 141
Leave Cincinnati 
is 12%2°1 pa.111.beave Lonisviliti 
6:oo p.m. 
 
 .
biave Horse Branch 
 
 .. 
7:30 a.m
,Leave Central City 
 
2:28 p.m. t4512;:c41:3°4° 
p.m.
11:o5 a.m.
9:oo im_Leave Owensboro . 
Leave Nortonvillc 
 
3:30 pm. T:03 am. 12:30 p.m
Leave Roplcinsville 
 
81:23•2a Pa.m.u-Leave Evansville 
Leave Nashville 
142:058o plui.m  4:40 p.m. 
1 :40 a.m.
Leave Pe'twastost 
8:05 a.r.1
793475 pa...nim... 11:2o a.m._
Arrive Paducah 
 
453 PAIL
6:to p.m. 3:40 a.m. 4:13 9.=-
2:30. par..
Leave Paducah 
 6:z5 p.m. 420 PAL
Aative G:bbs, Tena. 
34:4505 a:m1:12:Mare Fulton  7:20 p.m.
Arrive Rives 
 
8:436 p m.
6:os am. 
6:oo p.m
5:5t a.m.
Arrive Jackson 
.• 8:13 p.m.
7:1s a.m.
SiCsibratrtive r:winiPhilOrleana 
 zo:35 a.m. 8:15 p.m.
-1:zo p.m. 8:ao a.m.
NORTH BOUND
Leave New Orleans 
Leave Memphis 
Leave Jackson, Tenn. 
Leave Rives 
No.
7:10
0:45
8:07
102
p.m.
a.m.
a.m
Leave Fulton 
 10:15 a.m.
Arrive -Paducah 
 tutito a.m.
Leave Paducah 
 it 25 a.m.
Arrive Princeton 
 ta.:39 p.m.
Arrive Hoi-,iinsville 
 6:55 p.m.
Arrive Nashville 
 9:25 p.m.
Arrive Evansville 
. • 3:45 Pm--
Arrive Nortonville •., 1:28 p.m.
Arrive Central Ckty 
. 
1:05 p.m.
Arrive Horse Brandt 
 3:06 p.m.
Arrive Owensboro 
 *4:55 p.m
Arrive Louisville' 
' 
 5135 P.m
Arrive Cincinnati 
 9:15 km.
No. 104
9:15 a.m.
8:5o p.m.
10:10 p.m.
It:58 p.m.
12:35 a.m.
1:43 a.m.
:48 a.m,
3:03 a.m.
5:20 a.m.
8:to a.m.
94$ 11=-
3;61 am.
430 cm.
5:18
8:oo a.m.
7:5o am.
1200 DOOM
No. rue
..... • • •
6:oo am
740 a-10
7:5o &IL
St:21) St.131.
1•45
11:30 ILMIL
13:35
*4:55 PalL
4:55 P•21
ST. LOUIS DIVISION
NORTH BOUND No. 306 No. 374
Leave Paducah 
 12:40 p.m. 4:20 p.m.
Arrive Carbondale 
 4:25 p.m 8.40 p.m.
Arrive Chicago 
 6ti3o a.m 6:3o a.m
Arrive St. Louis 
 8:30 p.m 7:ao a.m.
SOUTH BOUND
Leave St. Louis 
Leave Chicago 
Leave Cabondale 
Arrive Paducah 
No. 3o5
7:45 am
2:5o am
1140 am.
3:35 p.m.
No. 375
9:40 p.m.
6 : 20 p.m.
7:os'a.m
11:00 a m.
•
•
a
B'IRO-NASHVILL.E UNE.
NORT BOUND toz-Sot
Leave Nashville 
 
 13:to a.m
Leave Hopkinsville  11 :20 am.• 640 a.m
Leave Princeton 
 
2:33 p.m 7:45 a-01-
Arrive Paducah 
 4:15 P.m co:25 a.m.
Leave Paducah 
 6:15 p.m 9:30 a.m.
Arrive Cairo . 
 7:45 P.m t t :to a.m
irreve St. Louis 
 
7:30 a.m. 4:30 p.m
Arrive Chicago 
 6:3o a.m. 9:30 pm.
135-835
SOU7H BOUND 122-222 136-836
Leave Chicago 
 6:ao p.m. 9:40 am
Leave St. Louis 
 9:40 P.m- 1:30 p.m. 
LeaveCairo 
 6:oo a.m 515 P.m.
7:45 cm 7:40 P.nt
Wave Paducah 
 7:50 a.m. 3:10 1101.
Arrive Princeton 
 n:iso a.m 4:45 p.m. 
ArriveHopkinsville 
 6:to p.m.
Arrive Nashville 
 925 p.m. 
ArrivePaducah 
• 0 
..... • •
Trains marked () run daily except Sunday. All other trains fezdaily. Trains 103 and 104 carry through sleepers between Cincioaat
Memphis and New Orleans; trains TOI and rcia sleepers between Louis
ville, Memphis and New Orleans. Trains Sot and 822 sleepers betweee
Paducah and St Louis. Train &IT .-onnects at East Cairo with Chicago
sleeper. For further information, salsas,
J. T. DONOVAN, agent, Caty Ticket Office, Paducah, Ky.
R. W. PRATHER, Ticket Agent, Union Depot, Paducah, Ky.
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Lo Ky.
JOHN A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A., Memphis, Tenn.
S. G. HATCH, G. P. 'A., Chime,
W. H. BRILL. D. P. A., SL Usk- el.
 —4
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE.
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
PADUCAH REAL ES'7 4 . WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM.. e.A.k '
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. VISTERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE.L.IST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR LT.
TEDG R SVAITTEMOIR 4sii'. lint
*Mkt+
j E. COULSON,
....P 1.01181111„...
Steam and Dot Water Heating. t;
Phone 133. 220 N. Third
.t
4te;t4. ;sit: '
• • •
-
•
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LANGSTAIre-Okivi MANUFACTURING COMPANY
don A
Incerpsessall
•
•
•
Siding 
Sash, Doors,
Finish 
Yellow U Gum M Ash B Maple E Oak R
ut Elm InteriorPne , Poplar Beech Wa:ln
Blinds,
Lath : 
Finish
GUM, BEECH 4ND OAK.FLOCRING,,END MATCHED BORE
D, KILN DRIED, HOLLOW BACKED AND POLISHFD. TWIN BRAND-- OUR OWN MAKE .
Beth Phones 26 
We Are Making Very Low. Prices on/House Bills. 438 South Second
Flooring, Ceiling, L
WHEN YOU ARE SICK YOUR
DOCTOR GIVES YOU A PRE-
SCRIPTION, WHICH IS NOTH-
ING MORE THAN AN ORDER TO
A DRUGSTORE FOR THE MEDI-
CINES YOU NEED.
THE FILLING OF THIS ORDER
CORRECTLY, HOWEVER, RE-
QUIRES TECHNICAL TRAINING
Al WELL AS YEARS OF PRAC-
TICAL EXPERIENCE.
WHEN YOU BRING YOUR
NCRIPTIONS TO 
US THEY
FILLED BY MEN WHO
HAVE HAD BOTH THE TRAIN-
ING AND EXPERIENCE.
Isr PHERSON'S
DRUG STORE
THANKSGIVING
NEXT WEEK
MANY TURKEY SHOOTINGS
ARE NOW BEING
HELD.
One Week from Tomorrow Is the
General Holiday When Every-
bibdy Gives Thanks. •
PRE SCRIPTIONSI IN MESS
Fir HIMSELF
•
MR. HENRY ROSS HAS BIG FUR-
NITURE STORE AT RIVER-
SIDE, c.
Scarcity of Copper Wiring Now Ex-
ists Here and Over Country—
Business Moved.
The many friends of Mr. Henry
M. Ross, will be pleased to learn that
he is now at the head of a large fur-
niture ettablishruent he has opened
at kiverside, Ca, where he went two
)e.i-s ago to reside. He was con-
nected with Paducah furniture stores
while residing bete, but going to
'Riverside was with the big houses
'there, but has now embarked in the
i business for himself.
Alt-Lady there has begun the series
en turkey shootirgs held each year
just before Thanksgiiring and they will
continue up until the aoth inst , which
+s the date on which Thanksgiving ar-
rives this year. Large crowds flock
to the Ihootings to try their hand at
k7Ilirg turkeys, on which they feast
Thanksgiving. The parties running
the shootings charge so much for
each shot, and then let the party fire
as many times as they want to at
turkeys. which are tied to stakes about
iso fe.1 (torn the shooter. If anyone
hits the turkey so he cannot stand up
it belongs to the shooter.
Many of these shootings are sched-
vied ior next week, and quite a nrim-
her for the last of this week.
Thanksgiving will be a general hol-
iday. the mercantile establishments
all closing at nc.on, uhile many re-
main closed all clay. The railroads
do not receive rieight, the shops clos-
ing down with the exception of an
emergency crew: the banks remain
dosed, while the postoffice keeps
open tor only one hour in the morn-
ing. the postmeji making only one de-
livery that (lair-.
Just Enough for Necessities.
"Is Muffler getting a pretty fair sal-
• Oh. say, enough to keep body and
soul 'and automobile toge-lber."
Pomp.
OUR
PURE GUM
SEAMLESS
HOT WA1ER BOTTLES
AND -
FOUNTAIN SYRANGES
ARE GUARANTEED TO
STAND THE TEST OF
TIME. THEY ARE SOFT
AND PLIABLE AND
STRONG AND HAVE NO
SEAMS TO COME UN-
GLUED QUALITY AND
DURABILITY • C 0 NS I D-
ERED, OUR RUBBER
GOODS ARE THE CHEAP-
EST IN TOWN. WE HAVE
THE BIGGEST LINE.
R. W. W ILKER CO.
DRZOGISTS.
Fifth and -roadway.
BotIghones 275.
teseactelrecvicressaar-vesea
00111Locribe the Register.
Scarcity of Wire.
At present there is a great scarcity
ni copper and other electrical wires in
this city, and electricians are being
greatly delayed in their work. The
factories have so many orders they
cannot be filled, and Councilman-elect
Al M. Foreman returned Monday
right from St. Louis where he spent
days looking for wire They report-
ed to him that the market was nearly
dry all over the country, but he man-
aged to finally run across zoo° feet,
which he stood by to see loaded and
shipped, fearing to leave it lest some
ether firm get it.
--
Transfer Company Moved.
Mr Gus Thompson the liveryman
and transfer man, yesterday finished
moving his teams, vehicles, etc., from
the old stan'l on Jefferson between
Third and Fourth streets to the fine
lit a stable 'conctructed for him by
Mr. James 1'. Smith on Third near
Kentucky avenue. The stable is one
of the finest in West KeLtucky, in-
cluding conc etc and brn.1. ••.7ing.
stalls ,on th.: second floor ;,..r the
hcrses and p:enty of room on the first
floor for the vehicles It has a
handsome pressed brick front.
Bought Out His Partners.
Mr. Stephen Pool, of the Pauncah
Undertaking Company of South Third
street, has bought the interest in the
concern of his two, partners. L. 0.
Stephenson and Dan Adams. Mr. Pool
bill conduct the business hereafter by
himself.
FAMOUS OLD HYMN.
Pathetic Origin of "Blest Be the Tie
That Binds."
A pathetic and yet charming story
!C told of the origin of the well-known
hymn, "Blest Be the Tie That Bititht;"
which was written by Rev. John Faw-
cett, an English Baptist, who died in
447, having spent nearly sixty years
in the ministry
It was in tn.?. after a few years
spent in pastoral work. that ,he was
called to Londco to succeed. the Rev.
Dr. Gill. His farewell sermon had
been preached near Moinsgete, in
Yorkshire. 4ix or seven wagons stood
loaded with his furniture and books,
and 31 was ready for departure.
But hi v loving people were 'heart-
broken. Men. -woman and children
gathered and clung about him and
his family with sad and tearful faces.
Finally overwhelmed with the sorrow
of those they were leaving. Dr. Faw-
cett and his wife at down on one of
the paeking easelt and gave way to
grief. •
"Oh, John," cried Mrs. Fawcett
at last, "I tartoot bear this! I know
net how to go!"
"Nor I. either." returned her hus-
band, and we not go. The, wag-
ons. shall be ein!oaded and everything
put in its old place..
FT.3 people were filled with intense
joy and gratitude at this determina-
tion. Dr. FaWeett at once sent a let-
ter to London explaining the case and
!then resol
utely returned to his work
on a salary of leas than $200 a year.
This hymn was nritten by 15r Paw-
' .ett to commemorate the event
!
Lie as noisily as Others.
I y gay that tmensy lie. the head
that care a crown" •
i • -rm. nonsente. 1'11 bet king's arelino .ag coot! liars as any of its when
the enema' este' 'em tiptoeing in at
-• o'clo-k in the •snorning."—Kaneas
City T'mes •
ELKS' ANNUAL. 
*** + + + + + + + + + + +
.• POPULAR WANTS. •
CEREMONIES i••••••••••••••
FOR RENT—Elegant flats, gev-
;nth and Broadway. Apply to B. H.
• SCOTT.
A.LL PROGRAM COMPLETED 
WITH EXCEPTION OF THE 
FOR RENT—On apartment in
SINGING FEATURES. 
illoore's Flats. Apply 6o7 N. Sixth at.
The Union Encampment is Now Mak-
ing Nominations For the Offices
to Be Filled Next Month.
The committee arranging for the
Elks' lodge annual rnemoriel services
held a meeting last evening at the
home on North Fifth street and coin-
pleted all the program, with excep-
tion of the songs and quartettes,
uhich will be arranged today by Mr.
Emmett Bagby, Jr., who has charge
of that feature of the preparations.
Some weeks ago the committee de-
cided that the orator of the day shall
be Hon. Hal S. Corbett, while the
genii-al eulogistic address Snit be de-
livered by Hon Emmett S. Bagby,
Sr The invocation and benediction
be pronounced by Rector David
C. Wright of Grace Episcopal church
The annual sershces are commemo-
rative of the Elks who have died dur-
°rig the past year, and will be held the
first Sunday in December at The Ken-
tucky theatre.
Nominating Officers.
Monday night. during the meeting
of the Union Encampment at the
Fraternity building. n -mi,at4os were
commenced and a number of Raines
put forts ard fcir the ofices. The first
Monday night ef next month more
nominations will be made. while on
thr third Monday night of December
the members elect the officers to serve
through the ensuing year.
PERSONAL.
It the young lady that received
present of pair of small diamond ear-
rings from gentlemen named William-
son will return :ame at once either
to Otis office my home, no ques-
tions will be a•ked, All parties are
knoNen to Miss Ruth Grey and she
will give the names if I do not get
my property by Thursday night
MISS FRANCIS MURR \Y
THE STILL, SMALL VOICE.
(Emily Houseman Watson in Ram's
Horn.)
Not as the world may think and say,
Not as the world may do;
Not stand thou boldly forth alone.
To duty's mandate true
Consort not with the multitude
That haste to evil deeds,
But listen for that small voice,'
And follow where it leads.
'Tis ea -y idly thin, to drift,
And follow with the throng,
For human feet were ever !billed
In treading paths of wrong.'
Thou mayst not trust the multitude—
In dangerous paths they roam—
But listen for "the stilt small voice."
Nrid ;t shall guide the hornet
And Then They Clinched.
(Philadelphia Press.)
"Y‘s," said Casey, "the simple idjot
sex to me, 'Ts Cassidy related to ye'
see he—
"Did he say thotr interrupted Call-
tidy.
"He did, an' sex I to him: 'If
tought Ca.sidy had wan drop o' my
blood in his veins I'd cnt-it out of
"Faix, if I had I'd let ye."
FOR engraved cards, give your
:hristmas order to Paducah Printing
ad Book-Binding Co. Phone 400.
FOR RENT—Two nice store
ooms, suitable for business. Apply
4rs. B. C. Leisner, old 'phone 90
Expert Accountant.
Will post, examine, systematize and
audit books by the day, week, or the
job. Terms Reasonable
JOHN D SMITH, Jr., 118 Fratern-
ity building
WANTED FOR U. I ARMY—
Able-bodied ,unmarried men between
as es Of all and ss; citizens of United
States, of good character an tempt-
late habits, who can speak, read and
write Knglish. For information ap-
ply to Recruiting Officer, New Rich-
e-cod House. Paducah. Ky.
• • + + • • • • • • • • • • • II
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Contractor George Weikel left this
morning for Clarksvine, Tenn, to
start the work on the snuff factory
building his men are to erect there
Mrs Anna Kennedy left yesterday
for a visit in St. Louis.
.Miss Liza Chandler has returned
from Lyon county where she attended
the marriage Sunday of her sister,
Miss Annie Chandler to Mr Roy
Yates, who are now here visiting
Miss Chandler and Mrs F G John-
ston.
Mrs Donald Taylor, of Felton. ar-
rives in a few days to visit Mrs W
B Mills of West Jefferson, Miss
Chtherine Taylor of Tennessee conies
next week to be the gust of Mrs.
Mills.
Mrs. James English and son return-
ed yesterday to Fulton after visit*
the former's sister. Mrs Fred Rudy.
Mr!. Clarence Bennett of North
Sixth is visting her mother, Mrs. G
H Bran3ford of Fulton.
National Bank Examiner R D.
Garrett was here yesterday from
Princeton
Mr. G M Green arrived here yes-
terday from Nashville. He is inspec-
tor of steamboat hulls and boilers.
Miss Cora Graham, of Mayfield. is
v.iting Mrs Herman Graham of West
Jefferson
Mrs Samuel Penn. of Wickliffe, is
v:siting Mrs. W. L Andrews of
North Fifth.
Mr. Hugh Boyle has gone to Day-
-en Springs for his health.
Mr. John U. Robertson has re-
turned from the Ripley, Tenn., Metho-
dist conference.
Mr. Smith and wife of Chicago are
visiting Mr. ind Mrs. Saunders.
Fowler.
?sirs. George Broadfoot is visiting
her sister, Mrs. Tyree of Benton.
Misses Blanche Hills and Bells
Cave returned yesterday from visit-
ing in Virginia.. Miss Lucy Patten of
lillacksburu. VA.. accompanied Miss
Cave here for a visit.
Mfr. Brack Ow-n returned yesterday
from Memphis.
Contractor B. T. Davis was in
Princeton yesterday on bainess.
Nan 19. •
The dance that wa4 to be given by
the Eagles last night was postponed
until Friday night Nov. 23,
Buy Cbc
Best Shoe Made
AND SAVE AT LEAST FIFTY (30)
PER CENT A YEAR ON YOUR
SHOE BILLS.
A:1 Our shoes are made isy the lead-
in she manufattusies, hence le you
patronise use you are sure to get
the best.
MEN'S welted  Saao to $4 i/o
MEN'S hand made Use to Woo
WOMEN'S hand nods. -kr to 'Soo
WOMEN'S welted.. boo to 113.5o
BOY'S and GIRL'S hest
Si.00 to S3.00
OUR BOYS' MINIS' AND CHILDREN'S SHOES HAVE NO
EQUAL FOR FIT, STYLE. COMFORT AND DURABILITY. AT
VERY CLOSE PRICES.
• 6 
$at DISPLAY IN OUR 3H0 W WINDOWS.
bran Shoe Co.
405 BR.OADWAY
P
"ONE PAIR SELLS ANOTNEII---TNAT'S QUALITY."
•
WHY NOT % OWN YOUR HOME
Quit poring rent. Let as MEd the haw; yen pry fir it as yaw
pay rent. Vacant Imo as on ports of the city. Nies iota as the
proposed car sattionsien os stood to .as doom sod as Aiwa
mons from See es Ilap ask Soy ar yr as inelediment phis
while cheep. The is ills grim/in ibs Property in
savenciag rapidly. • mousoieriar r...4 •
M'CRACKEN REAL ESTATE it MORTGAGE CS.
DICORPORATID.
L !lard D. fkindara. Pry& asil Mgt. Phone Ids.
Sheet jvluoic Salt
extraordinary
co pieces Coopyright Musit. sold for ac, at  .11 r-se
3oo_ pieces Copyright Music, worth 11c aa
soo pieces Poopulsr and Classical Favorites, worth age, st  4ts zos
so Folios of Music, with to to se pieces In with, at 
 
toe
Never Again at These Prices and Only Ostii
- .
November 30th, 1906.
EACH ASSORTMENT CONTAINS BOTH SONO.; AND IN-
STRUMENTAL NUMBERS. BETTER "GET Ife ION THIS
OFFER. TU.:1U=
-11stammlomme
I 
MD. E. WILSON l Bok sic Men
AT HAR.BOUILS Df.PAR.TMIENT 3TOR.It
a  lby, u 
•• • • P• • • 1111111C
, FOR ,THE BEST COAL ON THE MAKET
PHONE 254
GENUINE
TR ADEWATER COAL REALPITTSBURG
West Kentucky Coal Co.itzcompeekraD. -
OfCce and Elevateif: 2nclett Ohio
talk
,
